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General introduction

In this thesis, I explore the causes and constraints associated with adaptation in a
simple multicellular organism, the fungus Aspergillus nidulans, with a special focus
on the role of trade-offs between somatic growth and asexual reproduction. I start
this chapter by introducing the model organism and modular organisms in general.
Modular organisms are organisms, where each body part can reproduce, hence
they have no germ-soma separation and are also theoretically immortal. Most
fungi, including A. nidulans, fall into this category, while Podospora anserina is an
exception. I explore the various definitions of an individual for modular organisms.
Next, I describe life-history evolution and the role of trade-offs between fitness
components, as well as the life-history strategies of filamentous fungi, and the
role of the environment in trade-offs and adaptive divergence. I then introduce
an important method used in this thesis, i.e., experimental evolution, and end the
chapter with the outline of my thesis.
The model organism Aspergillus nidulans
The model organism used in this thesis is the ascomycete filamentous fungus
Aspergillus nidulans. Aspergillus species grow on a wide range of carbon substrates
and play an important role in degrading natural and artificial material (Baker &
Bennett, 2007). A. nidulans can undergo asexual and sexual reproduction and
also has a parasexual cycle (figure 1.1). Germination of a uninucleate spore
derived either asexually or sexually marks the beginning of the growth phase.
The spore germinates and the resulting germ tube starts as a tubular hypha, that
forms interconnected branches called a mycelium after a period of polarized
growth. After 16 hours of growth, exposure of the mycelium to air and to red
light or starvation of carbon and nitrogen triggers asexual reproduction, called
conidiation. Differentiation begins at the center of the colony, where the mycelium
branches to form aerial hyphae, and some of these form stalk-like structures: the
conidiophores that bear the asexual spores or conidia. The conidiophores emerge
on specialized thick-walled cells called foot cells (T. H. Adams et al., 1998).
The fusion of two vegetatively growing hyphae to form a heterokaryon or a dikaryotic
hypha marks the beginning of the sexual cycle. A. nidulans is homothallic, that is,
it can self-fertilize. The initial dikaryotic cell formed after fertilization expands to
form a network of ascogenous dikaryotic hyphae within the differentiating fruiting
body called cleistothecium. These ascogenous hyphae undergo nuclear fusion and
each diploid undergoes meiosis and a post-meiotic mitosis forming eight haploid
ascospores included in an ascus. A mature cleistothecium may eventually contain
more than hundred thousand ascospores derived from over ten thousand meiosis.
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The parasexual cycle involves recombination in the absence of sexual reproduction.
A heterokaryon (i.e., mycelium containing two haploid nuclear genotypes)
produces a diploid nucleus by nuclear fusion, which undergoes spontaneous
mitotic recombination with an independent assortment of chromosomes during
haploidization (Pontecorvo, 1956; Pontecorvo et al., 1953).

Figure 1.1: Life cycle of Aspergillus nidulans. The asexual life cycle (steps 1-4) begins with the
germination of a conidium that grows to form an interconnected mycelial network, which upon
environmental and genetic cues forms conidiophores that bear many asexual spores, called conidia. The
sexual life cycle (steps 5-7) starts with fusion of two mycelia and results in the formation of a fruiting
body, called cleistothecium. Each ascus inside a cleistothecium contains eight haploid ascospores,
resulting from nuclear fusion, followed by meiosis. In the parasexual cycle (steps 8-11) two haploid
mycelia fuse to form a heterokaryon that continues to divide mitotically.

Unitary and modular organisms
We can group organisms into unitary and modular organisms, based on their body
plan. Unitary organisms have a determinate body plan with specialized organs and
early germline-soma separation, and are subjected to aging and eventually death.
Somatic cells are supportive cells that form the body and all its tissues whereas the
germline cells produce the reproductive cells and thus cause the perpetuation of
life from generation to generation. In contrast, organisms with modular body plans
have no germline-soma separation and are theoretically immortal (figure 1.2). Such
modular organisms are composed of modules that are self-sustaining, repetitive, and
totipotent. The modules either remain attached or separate from other modules to
start a new colony. Examples of modular organisms are plants, sessile animals such
as hydroids and bryozoans, and fungi (Vuorisalo & Tuomi, 1986).
10
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of differences between unitary and modular organisms. Unitary organisms
(left) grow, undergo early cellular differentiation into somatic cells and germ cells. Only the germ cells
retain the capacity to reproduce and the somatic cells help in maintenance of the organism and will
eventually die. In modular organisms (right), all cells are capable of reproduction and theoretically
immortal.

Defining an individual
Darwin and Wallace’s theory of evolution by natural selection provides a scientific
explanation for how living organisms have adapted to the environments that they
inhabit (Ayala, 2007; Charlesworth & Charlesworth, 2003). Adaptative evolution
is a process by which organisms acquire, modify or fine-tune a trait or character
to enable their survival and reproduction in a given environment, and natural
selection is a mechanism that enables adaptive evolution (Lewontin, 1978).
Darwin and Wallace saw the population as the smallest unit capable of evolving.
Individuals in the population show heritable variation in reproduction and survival,
interact with the environment and are the units on which natural selection acts.
This idea is applicable to unitary organisms, where an individual is the end-point of
development. Because of early sequestration of the germ cells in unitary organism
selection does not act on intra-individual variation occurring due to somatic
mutations.
How is an individual defined in modular organisms? The defining features of
a modular organism are developmental and phenotypic iteration, somatic
embryogenesis, and semi-autonomy in maintenance and reproduction. Therefore,
a module is the reproductive unit of modular organisms (Vuorisalo & Tuomi,
1986). Santelices (1999) summarized the classical attributes of an individual as: (i)
genetic uniqueness, (ii) genetic homogeneity, and (iii) autonomy and physiological
unity, which are most suited for unitary organisms (Santelices, 1999). All modular
organisms refute the first classical attribute of genetic uniqueness since they
reproduce asexually, and genetically identical units can independently survive
and replicate. The mycelium of a filamentous fungus is not always genetically
11
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homogenous as it can fuse with other compatible mycelia. This provides modular
organisms with unique abilities, such as utilizing novel sources of nutrients, which
each genetically homogeneous mycelium could not on its own.
Folse III and Roughgarden (2010) define an individual based on the evolutionary
concept of fitness. According to them, (i) an individual organism is one where the
fitness interests of all its components are aligned. Genetic relatedness of the
components is essential for aligning fitness interests and introducing bottlenecks
(Grosberg & Strathmann, 1998, 2007) and allorecognition (Czárán et al., 2014) in
the life-cycle of the individual can ensure genetic relatedness. (ii) An individual
organism is one where its components are interdependent on one another for
reproduction. In such situations, fitness is exported from a lower level to a higher
level by division of labor, for example, by germ-soma specialization (Michod,
2005). The alignment of fitness suggests that cooperation must evolve, whereas,
for the export of fitness to a higher level, there must be interactions among the
components (Folse III & Roughgarden, 2010).
The transfer of fitness from a lower to a higher level also occurs during
evolutionary transitions of individuality (ETI). Maynard Smith and Szathmáry
(1995) defined ETI as those transitions in which units of selection changed
from lower levels (independent entities) to higher levels (groups of previously
independent entities). The entities capable of autonomous replication can now
only replicate as part of a whole after the transition (figure 1.3). Some major
evolutionary transitions include the formation of cells with compartmentalized
replicating molecules, the emergence of eukaryotic cells with endosymbionts,
the evolution of multicellularity from unicellular ancestors, and the formation of
societies with formerly independent multicellular individuals (Maynard Smith &
Szathmary, 1995).
During the early transition to multicellularity, when cells began aggregating in
groups, the group’s fitness was the average fitness of the individual cells of the
group. This stage in multi-level selection is known as multi-level selection I (MLS
I). As complexity evolved, the fitness of the group was no longer just the average
fitness of its constituents, but the survival and reproduction of its progeny. This
later stage in multi-level selection is termed multi-level selection II (MLS II) (Damuth
& Heisler, 1988). The difference between MLS I and MLS II helps to understand
the transfer of fitness from cells to cell groups during evolutionary transitions of
individuality (Okasha, 2005).

12
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A filamentous fungus shares some features of the ‘alignment of fitness’ definition
of an individual. For instance, it has mechanisms like allorecognition to prevent
fusion with unrelated individuals. The fungus shares features with the ‘export of
fitness’ definition of an individual; the mycelium can be equated to the soma and
the spores as the germline; however, the soma in the fungus has not given up its
reproductive rights, like in unitary organisms. Therefore, if variation is expressed
at various levels of biological organization, then selection may act at multiple types
of replicating units simultaneously and not just at the level of the unitary individual
(Fagerström et al., 1998; Tuomi & Vuorisalo, 1989a). For example, the somatic
mutations expressed in the clonal seagrass Zostera marina can be incorporated into
propagative cells causing intra-clonal variation, which might alter the reproductive
output of modules of a structural individual (L. Yu et al., 2020).

Figure 1.3: Steps during the evolutionary transitions in individuality. Cooperation among individual
units result in the formation of nascent groups and competition between individuals within a nascent
group causes the breakdown of the group. A new higher level unit forms when there is a mechanism for
conflict mediation and differential fitness between these higher-level units transfers the fitness from
individual units to groups of individuals.

Life-history evolution
Life-history theory explains how natural selection optimizes an organism’s
investments in fitness components, such as growth and reproduction, to achieve
reproductive success. Adaptation by natural selection depends on heritable variation
in fitness components. Since life-history traits determine an organism’s fitness,
understanding life-history strategies implicates understanding adaptation in the
context of the biology of the organism in its natural habitat (Fabian & Flatt, 2012).
Life-history theory explains the variation seen in growth rates, size at birth, age and
size at maturity, reproductive investments, mortality rates, and lifespan (Stearns,
2000). As contrasting examples, bamboo plants and Chinook salmons reproduce
once and then die, termed semelparity, whereas Atlantic salmons and oak trees
reproduce several times in their lifetime, termed iteroparity. To understand lifehistory evolution, one has to understand how environmental factors impact survival
13
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and reproduction, as well as the correlation between fitness-related traits, including
the role of trade-offs among life-history traits (Stearns, 2000).
A trade-off is defined as a negative correlation between fitness components,
across individuals or genotypes, and may pose constraints on life-history evolution
and adaptation (Acerenza, 2016). At the physiological level, trade-offs may be
caused by the competitive allocation of limited resources to one life-history trait
instead of the other within a single individual, as van Noordwijk and de Jong (1986)
described in the Y-shaped resource-allocation and acquisition model. For example,
investment in reproduction may be favored in abundant-nutrient conditions, and
energy from reproduction diverted into somatic maintenance and survival under
nutrient limitation (Boggs, 2009; Burger et al., 2019; Zera & Harshman, 2001).
Studying trade-offs in cellular processes like the rate and yield of ATP production
(Pfeiffer et al., 2001) and growth rate and yield in bacterial populations (Novak et
al., 2006) may help our understanding of the mechanistic basis of trade-offs arising
due to limitations from resource acquisition and allocation.
An alternate cause of trade-offs between survival and reproduction, unrelated
to energy budgeting, is that reproduction either damages or inhibits somatic
maintenance and survival (Flatt, 2011). The key findings from studies on the cost
to reproduction reviewed in (Flatt, 2011) are that trade-offs between survival
and reproduction are widespread. These life-history traits can be uncoupled
under certain conditions (for example, by mutations in insulin-like growth factor
receptors), as observed in Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila melanogaster
(Flatt, 2011).
Life-history strategies for a filamentous fungus
The evolution of life-history traits, like size at birth, size at maturity, size and
number of offspring, age at reproduction, and longevity, are affected by tradeoffs (Stearns, 1989). The best-studied among these is the trade-off between
reproduction and longevity in unitary organisms (Bleu et al., 2016; Charnov &
Berrigan, 1991; Flatt, 2011; Harshman & Zera, 2007; Reznick, 1983). What is an
optimal life-history strategy for a modular filamentous fungus?
When all traits of two fungal genotypes are equal except their growth rate,
then the species with a higher growth rate will outcompete the one with a lower
growth rate, as the one with a higher growth rate captures a larger fraction of the
available resources. Similarly, when the only difference between two genotypes is
their reproductive output, the species producing more offspring will outcompete
the one with fewer offspring. However, these two traits, growth and reproduction,
14
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are likely to trade off as the energy spent on one trait may not be available for the
other (Heaton et al., 2016).
Gilchrist et al., (2006) have developed a patch-array model focusing on the lifehistory strategies that a fungus can employ when growing on limited resources.
They ask a simple life-history question, i.e., how does the decision to allocate
resources towards growth or reproduction change for a fungus growing on a
limited patch of resources? Investing in spore production leads to a direct fitness
benefit; however, investing in mycelium provides possible indirect, i.e., future,
benefits via the greater extraction of resources which may enhance future
reproduction. Their model demonstrates that under finite resource conditions, the
fungus employs a so-called “bang-bang life-history strategy”. In a bang-bang lifehistory, the resources are first allocated towards growth, and at a critical point, the
resources are allocated towards reproduction. The optimal timing for switching to
reproduction, in a bang-bang strategy, will vary depending on resource removal
rates, probability of disturbance to the resource patch before reproduction, and
competition with other species/genotypes (Gilchrist et al., 2006; Heaton et al.,
2016). A fungus growing on a large, durable resource, such as dead trees, will likely
increase the chance of their offspring survival if they grow as rapidly as possible,
and reproduce late and allocate only a small fraction of the available resources to
reproduction (Table 1.1) (Heaton et al., 2016).
Fungal mycelium exploits nutrient-rich environments by producing dense, compact
mycelium (high biomass) with increased hyphal branching for resource exploitation,
whereas fungi growing on nutrient-poor medium produce mycelia with reduced
branching (less dense, low biomass) for nutrient exploration (Ritz, 1995; Whiteway
& Bachewich, 2005). Suppose the total number of spores produced by a colony in
a given environment are constant; in that case, the total spores produced by both
the exploration and exploitation strategy remain the same. Still, the spore density
per surface area is reduced in the exploitation strategy. Schoustra and Punzalan
(2012) found a negative correlation between radial colony growth and total spore

15
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Condition

Response

A: Resource quality
Rich resource

Mycelium dense and compact for resource exploitation

Poor resource

Mycelium thin for resource exploration

B: Resource durability
Short-lived resources
(e.g., dung or rotting fruit)

Fast mycelial growth for resource capture and then one-time
reproduction after resource capture (“bang-bang life-history”) semelparous life style

Long-lived resources
(e.g., dead tree)

Slower growth and late reproduction start, with multiple reproductive periods - iteroparous life style

C: Presence of competition
No interaction between
individuals

Grow fast to monopolize resources

Metabolic interactions
between individuals

Engage in cross-feeding or interference competition

D: Conditions causing positive, negative or no MGR-spore yield correlation
Novel condition causing low
fitness

No tradeoff, growth rate and reproduction may be positively
correlated and both may improve adaptively

Condition to which the fungus
is relatively well adapted

Tradeoff between growth rate and reproduction may be apparent
and constrain further adaptation

Table 1.1: Overview of the various life-history options that a fungus may adopt based on
environmental conditions.
(A) Resource quality, (B) Resource durability, (C) Presence of multiple individuals. (D) Describes
general conditions for a tradeoff between mycelial growth rate and asexual spore yield. The alternate
strategies mentioned in (A-C) are not necessarily mutually exclusive and most fungi are likely to employ
a combination of these strategies based on ecology and organismal biology.

production per surface area in Aspergillus nidulans, supporting a trade-off between
mycelial growth rate and spore density and also total spore yield.
Ecological opportunities for adaptive trade-offs and divergence
Environmental heterogeneity at both macro and microscopic spatial scales may
cause individuals of the same species to experience different selection pressures
based on the environment they are adapting to, leading to local adaptation. For
example, when Becker et al., (2006) reciprocally transplanted the seedlings of
Carlina vulgaris, a grassland perennial from different altitudes, they found evidence
for local adaptation (Becker et al., 2006). Local adaptation may produce specialists
customized to their specific environment with lower relative fitness in alternate
environments, seen from trade-offs in performance across environments (Bono et
al., 2017; Gorter et al., 2015; Hereford, 2009).
Extensive local adaptation is seen during adaptive radiation, a process where
descendants from a common ancestor diversify by adapting to diverse niches
(Gillespie et al., 2001; MacLean, 2005). Understanding how mutations, the raw
16
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material for selection, translate to variation in adaptive phenotypes is essential
for understanding the constraints experienced during adaptation. A classical study
by Rainey and Travisano (1998) observed three morphotypes of the bacterium
Pseudomonas fluorescens to repeatedly evolve in a structured environment
via adaptive radiation to different regions within the culture. The structured
environment created specific niches with varying oxygen concentrations to
which the different morphs repeatedly adapted and stably coexisted by negative
frequency-dependent fitness interactions (the fitness of a genotype decreases as
its frequency increases since the fitness of one type is dependent on the other)
(Lind et al., 2015; Rainey & Travisano, 1998).
Within the Escherichia coli long-term evolution experiment (LTEE), which uses a
simple homogeneous environment (Lenski et al., 1991), several populations evolved
semi-stable polymorphisms, involving adaptation to different niches. Population
Ara-3, where a citrate utilizing (Cit+) genotype evolved with the ancestral citrate
non-utilizing (Cit-) genotype by acquiring the ability to use citrate (which was also
present in the evolution medium) as a carbon source in addition to glucose (Blount
et al., 2008). The evolution of cross-feeding between the Cit+ and ancestral Citgenotypes ensured their stable maintenance: the Cit- genotype evolved a metabolic
dependence on the Cit+ type by cross-feeding on c4 dicarboxylate metabolites
produced by the Cit+ genotype. The cross-feeding interaction converted a dual
carbon environment (i.e. glucose and citrate) into one with multiple carbon sources
shared or portioned between the types (Blount et al., 2012; C. B. Turner et al.,
2015). Other examples of evolved cross-feeding interactions, where one genotype
feeds on an available carbon source, and the other genotype uses the metabolite
excreted by the first as a source of energy include (Helling et al., 1987; Rosenzweig
et al., 1994; Treves et al., 1998; P. E. Turner et al., 1996). In other LTEE populations,
complex mechanisms involving trade-offs between resource competition and
death rates in the stationary phase, combined with cannibalism, helped maintain
diversity (Rozen et al., 2009; Rozen & Lenski, 2000). Multiple niche availability is an
essential requirement for maintaining diversity over long time scales by negative
frequency-dependent fitness interactions (France & Forney, 2019; Habets et al.,
2006; Jousset et al., 2016).
Multiple niches can be created by varying abiotic components, like the duration of
exposure to light and using combinations of limiting nutrients (Bell & Reboud, 1997;
T. F. Cooper & Lenski, 2010; Saxer et al., 2010). Biotic components of the environment
can also create multiple niches, for example, when different predators challenge
a prey population or vice versa. Friman and Buckling (2013) studied P. fluorescens
(prey) diversification when challenged with different types of phages. Others
17
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have studied the diversification of predators as the prey diversified. Paterson et
al., (2010) studied the evolution of phage Φ (predator) under coevolving and naïve
conditions of P. fluorescens (prey). Meyer et al., (2016) studied the evolution of
a generalist phage lambda as it evolved into diverse specialists when cultured in
the presence of diverse hosts expressing different receptors for phage lambda
infection. However, not all heterogeneous environments lead to the evolution of
diversity (T. F. Cooper & Lenski, 2010; Saxer et al., 2009). The lack of diversification
can be either due to limited evolutionary time or available genetic variation, or the
lack of trade-offs between specialist traits (Van den Bergh et al., 2018).
Negative frequency-dependent fitness interactions can also be seen with multiple
interacting species, for example, in biofilm communities (V. S. Cooper et al., 2014;
Flynn et al., 2016; Hansen et al., 2007; Traverse et al., 2013), or among coexisting
mutualist partners (D’Souza & Kost, 2016). In predator-prey systems, frequency
dependence combined with arms race dynamics (where competing species/
genotypes adapt to each other) helps maintain diversity and stable coexistence
(Hall et al., 2011).
When evolving genotypes change the environmental conditions, such as in the
examples above, fitness interactions may become non-transitive. Non-transitive
fitness interactions occur when the fitness of evolved genotypes relative to their
ancestor cannot be predicted from the incremental improvements relative to more
immediate predecessors (De Visser & Lenski, 2002; Kerr et al., 2002; Van den Bergh
et al., 2018). Such fitness interactions are likely to evolve when the environment is
heterogeneous and performance trade-offs between niche specialists arise, or when
evolving genotypes change the selective conditions, e.g., through cross-feeding or
the costly production of anti-competitor toxins (De Visser & Lenski, 2002). Three E.
coli genotypes: toxin producer, a toxin resistant mutant, and a toxin-sensitive strain
were maintained in a population by non-transitive fitness interactions. Diversity in
these populations could be maintained when the interactions were localized and lost
when interactions occurred over large spatial scales (Kerr et al., 2002). Some evolution
experiments have reported non-transitivity of fitness interactions (Beaumont et al.,
2009; Buskirk et al., 2020; Hall et al., 2011; Kerr et al., 2002; Paquin & Adams, 1983).
Buskirk et al., (2020) demonstrated that in populations of Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
non-transitive fitness interactions could occur as a result of multi-level selection on
the host genome and an intracellular viral genome producing metabolically costly
anti-competitor toxins and immunity factors. The adaptive mutations resulted in
the loss of toxin production and loss of immunity against the toxin in a sequential
manner. Thus, when the evolved populations were competed with the ancestor
(with a functional toxin producing viral genome), the evolved genotypes were killed
18
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by the toxin- producing ancestors resulting in non-transitive fitness interactions
(Buskirk et al., 2020). Non-transitive fitness interactions may also be responsible
for the common observation of a deceleration of fitness improvements relative to
the ancestor in laboratory evolution experiments, but this was not the case for one
population of LTEE tested after 20,000 generations (De Visser & Lenski, 2002).
Microbial experimental evolution
Microbial experimental evolution uses mostly bacteria, viruses, algae, amoebae,
unicellular and multicellular fungi to test evolutionary theories and help find
ecological causes and causal genotypes of certain adaptive phenotypes. Microbes
are excellent candidates for experimental evolution, because they have short
generation times, and one can culture large populations in small spaces. Moreover,
they can be stored as “frozen fossils” and revived later for direct comparison, and
microbes reproduce asexually, which helps maintain clonality and linkage between
the genetic marker and the genomic background. The design of an evolution
experiment is often simple: replicate populations are established from a single
ancestral clone and propagated for many generations in a controlled, reproducible
environment. At regular intervals, samples of the evolving populations are stored.
After evolution, changes in the phenotypic and genetic properties of interest
are measured and compared with the ancestor and the evolved populations and
among evolved populations. Such comparisons help understand the dynamics and
repeatability of evolutionary change and its genetic and ecological causes and
constraints (Elena & Lenski, 2003; Van den Bergh et al., 2018).
In the asexual, initially isogenic, populations used in experimental evolution,
random mutations are the only source of variation for natural selection to act on.
Absolute fitness and relative fitness are two ways of quantifying the progress of
adaptation. Absolute fitness is expressed as differences between the ancestor and
evolved populations in fitness components such as growth rate (Fong & Palsson,
2004; LaCroix et al., 2015), yield (Avrahami-Moyal et al., 2012; Friman et al., 2015;
Ketola & Saarinen, 2015) and lag phase (Bertranda, 2019; Vasi et al., 1994). Relative
fitness is usually measured as fitness of an evolved population or clone relative to
the ancestor in direct head-to-head competition in the evolutionary environment.
Relative fitness is often calculated as the ratio of the growth rates of the ancestor
and evolved genotype, inferred from their initial and final frequencies (Lenski et
al., 1991). A common theme that has emerged across studies with viruses and
bacteria is that fitness improvements are initially rapid and decrease over time
(Lenski et al., 1991; Lenski & Travisano, 1994; Novella et al., 1995). However, the
potential for genetic adaptation is not exhausted even in a constant environment
after tens of thousands of generations (Wiser et al., 2013).
19
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Multicellular fungi are also excellent model systems for experimental evolution.
They combine the complexity of multicellular eukaryotes with short generation
times, storage as frozen fossils, and similar ease of manipulation as offered by
single-celled organisms. However, their life cycle includes the development of
somatic and reproductive tissues, which raises the question of how these different
stages contribute to adaptation in a novel environment (Fisher & Lang, 2016).
Filamentous fungi have been used in experimental evolution to address a range
of topics; for example, the role of environmental structure (Kudryavtseva et al.,
2019), epistasis (Schoustra et al., 2016), bet-hedging (Graham et al., 2014), and
rate and distribution of mutations (Gifford et al., 2011; Schoustra et al., 2009)
during adaptation. Fungi have been used to address the evolution of antimicrobial
resistance and the role of compensatory mutations during evolution of antimicrobial
resistance (Schoustra et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2015). Filamentous fungi have also
been used to understand the effects of (i) relatedness in maintaining multicellular
cooperation, coevolution, and competition (Bastiaans et al., 2016; Grum-Grzhimaylo
et al., 2021; Trienens & Rohlfs, 2011), (ii) reproductive isolation, speciation and
sexual selection (Dettman et al., 2008; Nieuwenhuis & Aanen, 2018), (iii) effects of
ploidy, nuclear co-adaptation and mitotic recombination (Clark & Anderson, 2004;
Schoustra et al., 2007).
Setup of the thesis
This thesis describes the results of experiments with the filamentous fungus A.
nidulans. It addresses the mode of adaptation of this relatively simple and modular
multicellular organism to a new environment using experimental evolution as a
tool. Chapters 2 and 3 describe the results of different evolution experiments
with A. nidulans. There are both similarities and differences in the design of these
experiments. For instance, both experiments make use of a structured synthetic
minimal medium as the evolution environment. The differences in their designs
are as follows. In chapter 2, the standard carbon concentration of 1% glucose is
used and the colony grows radially from a central point as a single individual on the
surface of a 90 mm Petri plate for four days. When populations are growing radially
from a central point, selection can favor mutations that increase the colony area,
thereby increasing the area available for resource exploitation and sporulation. This
would mean that fitness would increase even with reduced per area sporulation as
long as the total sporulation is higher than that of the other. Alternately, it can
also favor mutations that increase the biomass (dense mycelium) to help capture
resource efficiently and improve the density of spores. Whereas, in chapter 3, 10X
reduced carbon for growth (0.1% glucose) is used, and a high density of spores is
spread on the surface of a bottle with an approximate diameter of 3 cm leading to
20
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multiple colonies growing adjacent to each other. The fungus completely covers
the agar’s surface within 48 hours and is only transferred after seven days. These
environmental factors might play a role in resource allocation decisions during
adaptation. For instance, competition for space and resources between multiple
colonies might play a role in the ASEX populations (chapter 3) since it is evolving
on limited carbon and space.
Chapter 2 explores trade-offs between growth and reproduction at two timescales. Firstly, trade-offs resulting from local adaptation are examined by
measuring the mycelium growth rate and asexual spore yield of a set of natural
isolates of A. nidulans by altering the nutritional complexity and energy source
availability. Secondly, by exploiting the quick doubling time and simple life-cycle of
A. nidulans, a short evolution experiment is set up to test for possible short-term
adaptive constraints from trade-offs between growth and reproduction under
controlled environmental conditions among evolved populations. We did not find
evidence for long-term adaptive constraints from a trade-off between growth and
asexual spore yield among the natural isolates tested. However, we found growth
and asexual sporulation to respond in an antagonistic manner, suggesting shortterm adaptive constraints from a trade-off, during adaption in the laboratory.
Chapters 3 and 4 explore the phenotypic basis of adaptation of a laboratory
strain of A. nidulans during a year of adaptation to growth and reproduction on
solid media with limiting nutrients. The adaptive dynamics and strategies of the
fungus have been addressed by analyzing changes in the competitive ability of
the evolved populations relative to the ancestors. Most of the populations rapidly
evolved a polymorphism, involving at least two morphotypes, and the transitivity
and frequency-dependence of fitness interactions were analyzed to understand
their adaptive role. Possible metabolic interactions among clones representing
different morphotypes from the same evolving populations, which may underlie
these fitness differences were investigated. We found evidence for nontransitive and frequency-dependent fitness interactions between two dominant
morphotypes. The co-existence of the morphotypes can be partially explained as a
result of resource competition between them.
Chapter 5 explores the genomic bases for the phenotypic adaptation of the
ASEX populations. The role of natural selection has been addressed by measuring
relative rates of non-synonymous and synonymous mutations and parallel genetic
changes and examining possible functions of the genes under selection in our
experimental setup. The genomics data showed a clear role of natural selection
in the evolving ASEX populations, where genes involved in secondary metabolism
and fusion are targets of selection.
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Abstract
The life history of an organism reflects the balance in investments in fitnessrelated traits and poses constraints for future evolution. Such constraints can be
weak and quickly broken by adaptation or strong with long-term consequences
for the rate and direction of adaptation. In this study, we tested for trade-offs
between two life-history traits, growth and asexual reproduction, in natural
isolates of the filamentous fungus Aspergillus nidulans. We first tested for tradeoffs due to local adaptation by growing the isolates in four different laboratory
environments with varying nutrient richness and carbon source availability. We
did not find evidence of a trade-off between growth and asexual reproduction
in any of the four environments. However, we did see a positive correlation when
comparing carbon source availability and nutrient richness conditions, which likely
reflects deep environment-dependent developmental programs. We then used a
10-week evolution experiment with a subset of natural isolates to test for shortterm evolutionary constraints on a single trait (opposing selection on a single trait)
or on multiple traits due to antagonistic pleiotropy. The data from the evolution
experiment showed a negative correlation between growth and spore density,
but not between growth and total spore yield, indicating that adaptation to the
laboratory resulted in improvements in hyphal expansion without effect on total
asexual spore production. Our findings suggest that trade-offs between growth
and reproduction do not pose strong adaptive constraints in this filamentous
fungus.
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Introduction
How organisms balance investments in growth and reproduction determines their
“life history” and reflects the constraints encountered during their evolutionary
history (Schluter et al., 1991). Life history theory aims to explain how ecological
forces have driven organisms to optimize their survival, growth, and reproduction
and consequently much of the diversity of the natural world. It also helps to
understand adaptation by natural selection, which acts on variation in Darwinian
fitness components among individuals. If life-history traits were uncorrelated,
then selection would maximize their contribution to fitness independently.
However, in reality, the fitness contributions of different life-history traits are
often constrained, leading to trade-offs between traits (Stearns, 1989).
Trade-offs are described as a negative correlation between fitness components
of individuals in a population. At the genetic level, trade-offs are caused by
antagonistic pleiotropy or mutation accumulation. Antagonistic pleiotropy occurs
when mutations that positively affect one fitness component affect another
fitness component negatively. For example, in Drosophila melanogaster, selection
for increased lifespan was coupled to reduced early reproduction through
antagonistically pleiotropic alleles (Zwaan et al., 1995). Mutation accumulation
occurs when unused functions decay by genetic drift in the absence of selection.
At the physiological level, trade-offs may arise when resources are limited and
insufficient to maintain two traits that share the resource. Increasing the resource
allocated to one trait will result in a decrease of resources for the other. In their
Y-shaped model, de Jong & van Noordwijk (1986) have shown how resources not
allocated to growth will be invested in reproduction when resources are limited
and that there is individual variation in the acquisition of absolute resources.
Based on the differences in acquisition and allocation, their model suggests when
survival and reproduction will covary positively or negatively. Studying trade-offs
in cellular processes, such as the rate and yield of ATP production in organisms
(Pfeiffer et al., 2001) and growth rate and yield in bacteria (Novak et al., 2006), may
help our mechanistic understanding of trade-offs arising due to limitations from
resource acquisition and allocation.
Populations growing in different environments experience diverse selection
pressures and are likely to follow distinct evolutionary trajectories resulting
in genotype-by-environment (G X E) interactions for Darwinian fitness. In
the absence of drift and gene flow, such G X E interaction should lead to the
selection of genotypes with better-adapted traits to their local environment
irrespectively of the effects of those traits in alternate environments (Acerenza,
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2016; Kawecki & Ebert, 2004). Local adaptation is measured as fitness trade-offs
across environments and is frequently observed in natural populations (Hereford,
2009). The populations of the long-term evolution experiment with Escherichia coli
(LTEE) (Lenski et al., 1991) lost their ability to use 16 of the 64 different carbon
sources tested after 10,000 generations. Since this loss was accompanied by a
fitness increase in the presence of glucose, which was the sole carbon source in
the evolutionary medium, particularly early during the experiment, the authors
concluded that antagonistic pleiotropy most likely caused these trade-offs (Cooper
& Lenski, 2000).
In this study, we tested for adaptive constraints among two fundamental lifehistory traits of the filamentous fungus Aspergillus nidulans, mycelium growth rate,
and asexual reproduction. The life cycle of A. nidulans starts with the germination
of a single spore, producing a network of multinucleate hyphae. After a period
of growth, triggered by environmental and genetic cues, the mycelium develops
foot cells that produce aerial conidiophores bearing uninucleate asexual spores the conidia, that subsequently spread by air. Apart from asexual reproduction, A.
nidulans may also reproduce sexually and parasexually (Pontecorvo, 1953).
A. nidulans is commonly found in soil and on rotting fruits, and strains can utilize
a variety of carbon substrates for growth in the laboratory, from simple sugars
to complex carbohydrates (Baker & Bennett, 2007). Asexual conidiation can be
induced by environmental factors like the exposure of the colony to air interface
and light, but not before a period of vegetative growth (Axelrod, 1972; Noble
& Andrianopoulos, 2013). The timing of acquiring reproductive competence is
directly correlated to organismal density and is presumably a response to resource
colonization (Noble et al., 2016). The timing of sporulation is predicted to reflect
life-history optimization to growth on patchy resources (Heaton et al., 2016).
Small patches and intense competition is predicted to accelerate the timing of
sporulation initiation and vice-versa (Gilchrist et al., 2006; Heaton et al., 2016). We
grew natural isolates from various niches in four different nutrient environments
to test the constraints from diverse evolutionary histories on growth rate and
spore yield. Here, an observed trade-off would suggest evolutionary constraints
due to adaptive specialization to their local environment.
Gifford et al. (2013) modeled fungal colony population growth and found that
changes in mycelial growth rate had the most significant positive effect on
the production of spores in a rich solid environment. In the absence of genetic
constraints or covariances between these traits (MGR and sporulation), both
of these traits can be candidates for adaptation (Gifford & Schoustra, 2013).
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However, rapid growth and sporulation may be in conflict because resources are
limited, and energy spent on one is perhaps unavailable for the other (Heaton et
al., 2016; van Noordwijk & de Jong, 1986). Alternately, the fungal mycelium is a
network of feeding cells that capture resources and the fungus could only invest
in mycelium till it covers the entire resource patch and then reproduce. In such a
case, the two stages growth and reproduction are sequential events and may not
be in conflict. We were interested in testing the relationship between growth rate
and asexual spore yield during adaptation to the laboratory. Natural isolates of
filamentous fungi may grow faster when adapting to the laboratory environment
by reducing the production of costly extracellular enzymes needed for the
breakdown of complex carbohydrates (Zheng et al., 2020). Alternatively, we tested
if the initial position of the genotype affected the trajectory of evolution (figure
2.3A). To test these alternate ideas, we set up a short evolution experiment in the
laboratory. We tested for possible trade-offs between growth rate and asexual
spore production due to short-term adaptive constraints. Such trade-offs could be
due to antagonistic pleiotropy of mutations selected in the same environment or
due to mutation accumulation.

Materials and methods
Strains used
Conidiospore samples of fifteen natural isolates of A. nidulans (strains 700, 701,
702, 703, 704, 707, 710, 711, 713, 715,717, 722, 723, 726, 727 from the strain
collection, Laboratory of Genetics, Wageningen University), isolated in 1992 from
various parts of Birmingham, Pembrokeshire and Cardiganshire, UK (Coenen et
al., 1996), were inoculated in 30 mL flasks containing complete agar medium and
incubated at 37oC for six days. The spores were harvested by adding a few 3 mm
glass beads and 5 mL of 0.8% NaCl + 0.005% tween and shaken for 10min at 200
rpm. The spore suspension was filtered through a sterile funnel with glass wool. A
part (500µl) of this suspension was mixed in a 1:1 ratio with glycerol/neo-peptone
(2:1) and stored at -70°C as a stock.
Media composition
Complete medium (CM): For 1000 ml, add 2 g peptone, 1 g yeast extract, 1 g
casamino acid, 6.0 g of NaNO3, 1.5 g of KH2PO4, 0.5 g of MgSO4.7H2O, 0.5 g of KCl,
10 mg of FeSO4, ZnSO4, MnCl2, and CuSO4 and 15 g agar. Adjust pH to 5.8 with 1
M NaOH. After autoclaving, add 1 ml of vitamin solution (0.01 g each of biotin,
pyridoxine, thiamine, riboflavin, p-aminobenzoic acid, nicotinic acid in 100 ml
water). As a carbon source add 0.1% or 1% glucose.
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Minimal medium (MM): For 1000 ml, add 6.0 g of NaNO3, 1.5g of KH2PO4, 0.5g of
MgSO4.7H2O, 0.5 g of KCl, 10 mg of FeSO4, ZnSO4, MnCl2, and CuSO4. Adjust pH to
5.8 with 1 M NaOH. As a carbon source add 0.1% or 1% glucose.
Mycelial growth rate (MGR), spore yield, and spore density
For measuring MGR and spore yield, 10 µl of the filtered spore suspension was
spot-inoculated onto 92 mm Petri plates with 20 mL medium (MM and CM and
only MM for the evolution experiment). The MGR was determined by measuring
the diameter of each colony in two perpendicular axes and averaged and divided
by the incubation time of four days (Bruggeman et al., 2003). To quantify spore
yield, the spores were harvested from each colony by adding 5 ml of saline-tween
(0.005%) onto the plates and scraping off the spores using a metal Drigalsky
spatula. The spore suspension was collected, diluted, and counted using a CASY
TT cell counter and analyzer (OMNI Life Sciences, Bremen, Germany with a 45 μm
capillary). Spore density was measured by dividing the total number of spores by
the colony surface area.
To measure the effect of environmental condition on growth rate and spore
yield, all fifteen natural isolates were cultured on four different solid media with
1.5%agar (CM + 0.1% glucose, CM + 1% glucose, MM + 0.1% glucose, MM + 1%
glucose) and incubated at 37°C for five days. After incubation, MGR and spore
yield was determined as above. To quantify trade-offs in the short-term evolution
experiment (see below), the ancestors and the evolved populations from the
evolution experiment were cultured on evolution medium (MM+1%glucose) and
MGR, spore yield, and spore density measured were as above.
Evolution experiment
Six of the natural A. nidulans strains were chosen (see Results) for the evolution
experiment and prepared as follows. Spore suspensions from each pre-grown
culture were diluted and plated on CM agar plates with 1 % glucose to isolate
genetically pure single-spore colonies. Six different colonies were picked from
each strain, and some spores were transferred to fresh plates to isolate single
colonies. After that, the spores from three independently isolated colonies per
strain were used to inoculate fresh plates to get pure cultures and spores stored
as ancestors of the evolution experiment. The design of the evolution experiment
was as follows: six replicate populations were started for each strain and spotinoculated on 92 mm Petri plates with 20 ml MM+1% glucose, hereafter referred
to as evolution medium. Since we had only three independent colonies as
ancestors, each ancestor started two populations of the evolution experiment. The
populations were incubated at 37oC for four days. After four days of incubation,
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the plates were kept in a cold room overnight. Spores were harvested by adding
5 ml of 0.8% NaCl + 0.005% tween to each Petri plate (Schoustra et al., 2005),
scraping off the spores with a metal spreader, transferring the spore suspension
to 15 ml tubes. A few 3 mm glass beads were added, and the suspensions were
vortexed to break conidial chains. 0.1% of the spore suspension (5 μL) was used
to inoculate the next cycle on fresh media (Schoustra et al., 2005). 500 μl of each
sample was mixed with 2x glycerol/neo-peptone and stored as living fossils in a
-70°C freezer in duplicates.

Results
Effect of the environment on life-history traits

Figure 2.1: Effect of nutrient conditions on life-history traits. Growth rate and spore yield in
different nutrient conditions of 15 wild isolates of A. nidulans are shown. Each data point is an average
of three replicate measurements along with the trend lines within treatments and the grey dashed line
shows the trend across treatments.

We first asked whether a trade-off between mycelium growth rate and asexual
spore production in A. nidulans would be so fundamental that it would be apparent
among wild isolates tested in a standard laboratory environment. Fifteen wild
isolates of A. nidulans isolated from soil samples of various parts of UK were grown
on four different media conditions. We used a nutrient-poor medium, minimal
medium (MM) composed of inorganic salts, and a nutrient-rich medium, complete
medium (CM) containing complex organic compounds like amino acids, nucleotides
and vitamins in addition to the salts of MM. We supplemented each medium with
either a 1% or 0.1% glucose to vary energy availability. As can be seen in figure 2.1,
the strains had higher MGR and higher spore yield when grown on CM versus MM.
Moreover, spore yield also increased with glucose concentration, whereas MGR
showed rather an opposite response, with no change in CM, but lower MGR values
in MM with high glucose. A multivariate analysis using a generalized linear model
shows a significant effect of the richness of the medium on both the MGR and spore
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yield (p<0.0001), and glucose concentration also has a significant effect on MGR
(p<0.0001), and on spore yield (p=0.005). The interaction of richness and glucose
concentration was significant only for MGR (p<0.0001), as high glucose reduced
MGR on MM but had no effect on CM, but not spore yield (p=0.558). However,
we did not observe a trade-off between growth rate and reproduction between
strains within any of the four environments (correlation coefficients ranging from
0.05 to 0.38, with p>0.05 in all cases) (figure 2.1).
Experimental evolution with a subset of the isolates
As the natural isolates did not show a trade-off between mycelium growth rate
and spore yield, we then asked whether constraints would affect the short-term
evolution of these traits. Six (two from Birmingham, one from Pembrokeshire and
three from Cardiganshire) of the fifteen strains were used in a 10-week evolution
experiment on a minimal medium with 1% glucose since this environment showed
maximum variation among strains in MGR and spore yield. The six strains used in the
evolution experiment were chosen because they spanned the entire range of MGR
and spore yield values. We tested for trade-offs in MGR and spore yield in two ways.
First, we asked whether independently evolved populations would show a negative
correlation between both traits, as adaptation might lead independently evolving
populations to distinct places on the presumed trade-off line. Second, we tested if
the initial position of the genotype affected the trajectory of evolution (figure 2.3A).
Correlations across the independently evolved populations
A trade-off could also become apparent when the independently evolved
populations would arrive at distinct positions on, or close to, the presumed tradeoff line. A fungal colony can increase spore yield by increasing the surface area for
sporulation or increasing the spore density while keeping the surface area small.
Hence, we tested for a trade-off between MGR and spore yield and between MGR
and spore density across the 36 replicate populations. Figure 2.2A shows the
relative MGR versus relative spore yield and 2.2B the relative MGR versus relative
spore density (where relative means relative to the ancestral strain) at the final
time-point of the evolution experiment. We did not observe a trade-off between
growth rate and spore yield or density among the six replicate populations of each
of the six isolates (correlation coefficients ranging from 0.47 to -0.47 for MGR
and spore yield and from 0.23 to -0.57 for MGR and spore density, p>0.05 in all
cases). We also did not observe a significant correlation between relative MGR
and relative spore yield across the replicate populations. However, we found a
negative correlation between mycelium growth rate and spore density across all
36 replicate populations, which approaches significance (r=-0.31, p=0.065).
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Figure 2.2: Association between mycelium growth rate and spore production among laboratoryevolved populations of A. nidulans. (A) Association between relative spore yield and relative mycelium
growth rate (MGR) of six replicate populations derived from each of six natural A. nidulans isolates after
10 weeks of evolution in the laboratory; (B) Association between relative spore density and relative
mycelium growth rate (MGR) of the same 36 evolved populations. Each data point represents the mean
of three replicate measurements; error bars are SEM and the six populations derived from the same
natural isolate are grouped by one color.

Effect of initial position on the trajectory of evolution
The strains chosen as ancestors for the evolution experiment represented the
whole range of growth rate and spore yield values observed among the 15 natural
isolates. We tested if the ancestor’s position on the MGR and spore yield axes
affected the trajectory of evolution (figure 2.3A). We performed this analysis both
at the level of spore yield and spore density (see figure 2.3B and figure 2.3C). As
can be seen, adaptation to the laboratory environment was realized by increases
of the MGR associated with decreased spore yield in five of the six wild strains,
while in the strain with the highest MGR, adaptation involved a slight increase
in spore production, associated with a decrease in MGR. If both traits would
evolve independently, positive and negative associations between the direction
of change in each trait would be equally likely, while we find changes consistent
with antagonistic pleiotropy in all six strains (Binomial probability P=0.56=0.016).
Therefore, although changes in both traits are significant in only one of the six
strains after correction for multiple testing (Welch two-sample t-test, p=0.001
for MGR and p=0.0006 for spore density), the consistent antagonistic direction
of change in both traits across the six natural isolates suggests that a growthreproduction trade-off poses adaptive constraints at least during short-term lab
evolution.
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Figure 2.3: Effect of position on the trajectory of evolution. (A) This figure illustrates the different
hypothetical scenarios for the direction of adaptation when adaptation is affected by the starting
position of the ancestor. I: If the ancestor has low MGR and high spore yield, then the evolved
populations might improve their MGR at the cost of their spore yield; II: An ancestor that has high MGR
and low spore yield might improve their spore yield at the cost of MGR. (B) Mean MGR and mean spore
yield; (C) mean MGR and mean spore density after 10-weeeks of evolution. Each color represents one
isolate. The ancestors are represented by triangles and the evolved genotype by circles. Each point
represents the mean of 6 replicate populations and the starting and end position of the genotype.
Error bars are SEM.

Discussion
This study was designed to understand the effects of long-term and short-term
evolutionary constraint (during laboratory evolution) on growth and reproduction
of natural isolates of A. nidulans. Like other organisms, fungi are predicted to alter
their life-history strategies based on the richness, life span, and the presence of
competitors in the niches they inhabit (Gilchrist et al., 2006; Heaton et al., 2016).
To understand the effect of local adaptation on growth rate and spore yield, we
grew 15 natural isolates of A. nidulans on nutrient-poor and nutrient-rich media
with high and low glucose. We expected that measuring MGR and spore yield of
these strains in the laboratory may reflect trade-offs between these traits if these
would have been apparent during adaptive divergence in their natural habitats,
despite differences in the actual value of these traits. For example, a study on
natural populations of basidiomycete Schizophylum commune showed variation
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in mycelium growth rate and fruiting body production among natural isolates
collected from a large patch of soil (Brasier, 1970). Our results did not support such
a trade-off in any of the four lab environments, but we saw a positive correlation
between the traits measured across environments (figure 2.1). The failure to find
a trade-off within an environment in our results may indicate that such a trade-off
was unimportant during their independent adaptive histories (Bono et al., 2017).
Alternatively, a trade-off was apparent during local adaptation but obscured by
differences between lab and natural conditions. Yet another possible explanation
may be that A. nidulans has evolved to be a generalist, such as found for natural
isolates of E. coli and Salmonella enterica (Bronikowski et al., 2001). Bronikowski
et al. (2001) tested the effect of temperature on natural isolates of E. coli and S.
enterica isolated from different thermal environments and found that the isolates
were thermal generalists and their growth rates were unaffected by changes in
their environmental temperature (Bronikowski et al., 2001).
The effect of short-term constraints from a trade-off between growth and
reproduction was tested by conducting a short evolution experiment in the
laboratory. The evolution conditions were chosen based on the data from the
growth on different media: we chose strains and a condition representing
maximum variation in growth and reproduction. When comparing fungal colony
size and spore production, three scenarios are possible: i) Colony size and spore
yield might be directly proportional to each other as observed in a study with
Aspergillus niger (De Visser et al., 1997); ii) Colony size and spore yield might be
inversely proportional to each other (Schmit, 2002; Schoustra & Punzalan, 2012),
iii) These two parameters might vary independently (Anderson et al., 2019). To
ensure that our analysis is unbiased based on the possibilities mentioned above,
we compared total spore yield and spore density with mycelial growth rate.
We measured the correlation between growth rate, spore yield, and spore density
in the independently evolved populations at the final time point. We did not
find a negative correlation between growth rate and spore yield (figure 2.2A).
However, we found a negative correlation between growth rate and spore density
that approached significance when the independently evolved populations
were compared at the final time-point (figure 2.2B). If growth and spore yield
were uncorrelated, a fungal colony produced a fixed number of spores under a
specific environmental condition. In such a case, an increase in the colony size will
negatively correlate with spore density but not with total spore yield. A similar
negative correlation between MGR and spore density was observed in another
study with a laboratory strain of A. nidulans (Schoustra & Punzalan, 2012). In
another filamentous fungus, Neurospora crassa, Anderson et al. (2019) evolved the
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natural isolates in the laboratory for improvement in either growth rate or spore
yield and found that selection on either of these traits did not affect the other.
They concluded that in N. crassa, both growth rate and spore yield are independent
traits (Anderson et al., 2019).
Pfeiffer et al. (2001) postulated that a trade-off exists between the rate and yield of
ATP production in heterotrophic organisms. Novak et al. (2006) hypothesized that
selection would favor traits that would increase growth rate, hence the rate of ATP
production, when organisms adapt to growth on limiting nutrients. They tested for
the existence of a trade-off between growth rate and yield in 12 populations from
the E. coli long-term evolution experiment (Lenski et al., 1991). The authors tested
for a trade-off between growth rate and yield across evolutionary time, between
independently evolved replicate populations, and clones within the evolved
populations. They detected a trade-off between rate and yield among clones for
three of the four populations tested, but not across the 12 populations (Novak
et al., 2006). The design of our evolution experiment was not aimed at selecting
for either growth or reproduction. However, a previous study by Schoustra et al.
(2005) showed that the protocol used resulted in a rapid increase in growth rate
when the antifungal resistant strain, with a severe cost of resistance was adapting
to growth in the absence of the toxin by compensatory mutations.
Strains chosen as ancestors for the evolution experiment were the ones that
were on the extreme ends of the growth and spore yield spectrum and a few in
between. Strains at the extreme ends were selected to see if their position at the
start of the experiment particularly affected the trajectory of evolution (figure
2.3A). Alternatively, the constraint between growth and reproduction may cause a
negative correlation between the two traits irrespective of their starting position,
or if the six natural isolates would be maladapted to the laboratory environment
and they are lower on the growth and spore yield axis than they would achieve when
they are on the trade-off line, then both traits would improve (Novak et al., 2006).
The evolutionary trajectories of figure 2.3B and figure 2.3C showed that five of the
six populations improved their growth rate with or without a significant decrease
in spore yield. Among these six isolates, only one isolate showed a significant
reduction in spore density with an increase in MGR across all six evolved replicates.
Natural isolates of filamentous fungi are known to grow faster by reducing the
production of costly extracellular enzymes needed for the breakdown of complex
carbohydrates when adapting to the laboratory environment (Zheng et al., 2020).
Lustenhouwer et al. (2020) conducted a meta-analysis on the correlations between
fungal life-history traits of wood decomposing fungi. They found a negative
correlation between hyphal density and extension rate, which reflect alternate
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growth strategies, and competitive ability and tolerance to environmental
variation, presumably reflecting differences in ecological performance strategies.
The fast growers were competitively dominant, while the slow growers were
more stress-tolerant. This trade-off between traits is reflective of their spatial
distribution and local environment-dependent modification of life-history traits
(Lustenhouwer et al., 2020). Natural isolates of Podospora anserina, a senescing
pseudo-unitary fungus show variation higher growth rate (from no change to a
5-fold) on low concentration (0.1%) of glucose. This variation is associated with the
presence or absence of a mitochondrial plasmid (Maas et al., 2004). The variation in
fitness related traits shown by natural isolates of fungi result from environmental
effects or due to genetic elements like plasmids.
Although we saw variation in MGR and spore yield of natural A. nidulans isolates
across environments, we did not see any correlation between these traits across
these isolates. The evolution experiment suggests that a negative correlation
between changes in MGR and spore density may exist after short-term evolution,
but not between MGR and total spore yield, indicating the absence of a strong
constraint between these traits. Only one strain increased in MGR during
evolution at the expense of spore density, and three strains only improved in
MGR without a significant change in spore yield or density. While theoretically
trade-offs are expected to drive improvements in fitness-related traits, at least in
wild isolates of A. nidulans, we did not see its effect on either long- or short-time
scales in the conditions we tested. There might still be a trade-off between lifehistory traits that we have not tested, such as between growth and the rate and
frequency of sexual reproduction. The natural isolates we used in our study will
likely have experienced environments during their adaptation that were diverse
and very different from the ones we used in our tests, which may have obscured
any effects from a trade-off between growth and reproduction (Velicer & Lenski,
2007). The position of the genotypes relative to a possible trade-off line will
determine whether we observe a trade-off or not. If the genotypes are far below
from the trade-off line, adaptation will result in improvements in both growth and
reproduction so no trade-off will be visible.
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Abstract
Multicellular fungi can be an excellent model for experimental evolution. They
combine the complexity of multicellular eukaryotes with short generation times
and ease of manipulation offered by single-celled organisms. Yet, their life cycle
is more complex, including the development of somatic and reproductive tissues,
which raises the question of how these different stages contribute to adaptation in
a novel environment. To test this, we performed a one-year evolution experiment
with the ascomycete fungus Aspergillus nidulans, using weekly transfer of 1% of
the asexual spores, and analyzed changes in fitness and its components. Mean
mycelial growth rate did not change significantly, while, surprisingly, asexual
spore yield declined approximately three-fold in all 12 parallel populations.
Additionally, competitive fitness against the ancestor did not show improvement
in most evolved populations. However, fitness measurements for two populations
using recent predecessors as competitors, revealed that non-transitive fitness
interactions may explain the lack of increased fitness relative to the ancestor. A
closer look at variation within populations showed at least two morphotypes in all
the populations. One morphotype differed from the ancestral phenotype, having a
cottony phenotype. Our results show that adaptation of a filamentous fungus to a
simple structured environment is complex and not due to increases in conventional
fitness measures, such as mycelium growth rate, spore production or competitive
fitness relative to the ancestor. Rather, adaptation involved interactions among
different genotypes present within populations.
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Introduction
Several studies published in the 1950s (Atwood et al., 1951; Bryson & Szybalski,
1952; Novick & Szilard, 1950) are the forerunners of microbial experimental
evolution. Their common theme was understanding the process of adaptive
evolution via selective sweeps of favorable mutants (J. Adams & Rosenzweig,
2014). Only decades later, microbes, with their short generation times, ease of
experimentation, and the possibility of storage as ‘living fossils’ in the freezer,
have become popular systems to address questions in evolutionary biology in realtime (Elena & Lenski, 2003).
The early days of experimental evolution saw single-celled organisms evolving
in unstructured environments and competition among genotypes occurring on
a population-wide scale (Dykhuizen & Hartl, 1983). A structured environment
provides an opportunity for environmental heterogeneity, the formation of
niches, and the evolution of specialists, limiting competition to local spatial scales.
Rates of invasion of beneficial mutants with limited dispersal are constrained as
the mutant is competing locally, mostly with clone mates, and modest migrations
do not erode the effects of spatial structure within populations (France & Forney,
2019). The rate of adaptation is slower due to the fixation of smaller beneficial
mutations (Habets et al., 2006). Fitness benefits of adaptive mutants are smaller
in a structured environment when compared to an unstructured environment,
because most competition happens among clone mates, making improvements in
dispersal or interference competition more effective (Habets et al., 2007).
For most asexual unicellular organisms, competitive fitness, often quantified in
head-to-head competition assays with the ancestor, integrates all relevant fitness
components (Elena & Lenski, 2003). Adaptation in an asexual population may
proceed by the continuous replacement of one genotype by a fitter genotype
(Atwood et al., 1951). But several exceptions exist, with multiple examples of
asexual populations that have stable co-existence of more than one genotype in
their populations (Good et al., 2017; Habets et al., 2006; Helling et al., 1987; Rainey
& Travisano, 1998; Rosenzweig et al., 1994). Interactions like metabolic crossfeeding, resource competition, and interference competition between genotypes
can lead to negative frequency dependence of fitness interactions, causing
multiple genotypes’ to co-exist stably (Cvijović et al., 2018).
Over the years, filamentous fungi have become popular model systems for
experimental evolution and they combine the advantages mentioned above
of unicellular organisms with the complexity of multicellular growth (Fisher &
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Lang, 2016). Studies have used multicellular fungi to address a range of different
topics, including the role of compensatory mutations to antimicrobial resistance
(Schoustra et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2015), effects of relatedness in maintaining
multicellular cooperation (Bastiaans et al., 2016), reproductive isolation and
speciation (Dettman et al., 2008), effects of ploidy and nuclear co-adaptation
(Clark & Anderson, 2004) and the role of sexual selection (Nieuwenhuis & Aanen,
2018).
Here, we describe the results of a one-year evolution experiment with the
multicellular fungus Aspergillus nidulans. A. nidulans starts as a single spore
with a single haploid nucleus that germinates to form a network of hyphal
cells with many nuclei, the mycelium. After a few days of growth, the mycelium
starts forming asexual spores or conidia (Pontecorvo,1953). The design of our
“A. nidulans Short-term Evolution eXperiment” (ASEX) was inspired by the longterm evolution experiment with the bacterium Escherichia coli (LTEE) by Richard
Lenski and colleagues (Lenski et al., 1991). Twelve replicate populations evolved
on synthetic minimal glucose agar medium for one year by weekly transfer of 1%
of the produced asexual spores dispersed on fresh medium. Thus, there was an
alternation between mycelium growth and asexual sporulation in a structured
environment and mixing during transfer, and sexual reproduction played no role.
The main aim of the experiment was to understand the role of mycelial growth
rate (MGR) and asexual reproduction (asexual spore yield), including possible
trade-offs among them, and the nature of competitive ability of A. nidulans when
adapting in a simple structured environment, alternating with dispersal.
We tested for a possible trade-off between MGR and spore yield in two ways. First,
we quantified the changes in MGR and spore yield over evolutionary time. Here,
a trade-off can be manifested as an improvement in one trait with a concomitant
decrease in another trait over time. Second, we measured the correlation between
the two traits in the independently evolved populations at the final time-point.
Here, a trade-off would be manifested if the populations take different routes
during adaptation and lead them to distinct points on, or close to, a trade-off line.
However, if the populations are maladapted to the evolutionary environment,
we might observe an improvement in fitness traits (Novak et al., 2006). We have
also measured changes in competitive fitness of the populations in head-to-head
competitions with the ancestor and recent predecessors to measure adaptation
involving other fitness components.
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Materials and methods
Experimental evolution set up
Aspergillus nidulans WG649 and WG650 were used to start the ancestral population.
The strains are isogenic derived from prototrophic strain WG547, differing in nitrate
non-utilizing mutations and spore color. WG649 has wild-type green color spores
and a nia mutation, and WG650 has yellow spores and a cnx mutation. These strains
were used to start 12 replicate populations- 6 with WG649, hereafter referred to
as N1-N6 and 6 with WG650, henceforth referred to as Y1-Y6. The strains were
inoculated in 30 ml glass bottles with 10 ml of solid minimal media (MM) (For 1000
ml, add 6.0g of NaNO3, 1.5g of KH2PO4, 0.5g of MgSO4.7H2O, 0.5 g of KCl, 10 mg
of FeSO4, ZnSO4, MnCl2, and CuSO4. Adjust pH to 5.8 with 1 M NaOH) (Pontecorvo,
1953), supplemented with 0.1% glucose and 5mM urea, hereafter referred to as
evolution medium. The populations were started by evenly spreading 50 µl of a
spore suspension containing 106 spores on the surface of the agar. The bottles
were incubated at 37oC in a static incubator for seven days with loose caps. After
seven days, spores were harvested by adding 5 ml of saline containing 0.05% tween
and the addition of a few 3mm glass beads. The bottles were placed in a horizontal
shaker and shaken for 10 min at 200 rpm. The spore suspensions were filtered
through a glass funnel fitted with glass wool. A sample of 50 µl (1%) of the filtrate
was used to start the next culture. The spore suspension was spread over the
surface of the media by shaking manually. A 1 ml aliquot of the sample was stored
in a -80oC freezer with the addition of glycerol/peptone (29%:0.67%) as a ‘living
fossil.’ This process was repeated every week for one year (figure 3.1). Weekly
transfers of green (WG649) and yellow populations (WG650) were alternated to
facilitate the detection of cross-contamination. If contamination with spores from
a different spore color occurs and reaches frequencies of ~1% or higher in the
invaded population, differently-colored colonies would have been detected in
controls (i.e., yellow colonies in a wild-type evolving strain or vice versa). No crosscontamination was observed in our populations.

Figure 3-1: The design of the ASEX experiment.
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Quantifying fitness
Measurements of fitness components
Mycelial growth rate (MGR) To measure MGR, 20 ml of evolution medium was
pipetted into 90 mm Petri plates and dried on the bench overnight. 3 µl of spore
suspension was added to the center of the Petri plate. Each strain was inoculated
in triplicate. The spore suspension was allowed to be absorbed into the media
before the plates were inverted and incubated at 37oC for five days. After five
days of incubation, the diameter of the colony was measured in two perpendicular
directions.
Total asexual spore yield 10 ml of evolution medium was pipetted into 30 ml
glass bottles and allowed to stand on the bench overnight. The next day, 1% of
the spore suspension was inoculated by spreading on the surface of the media
by shaking the bottle manually. The bottles were incubated at 37oC for seven
days. The surface area available for all strains to grow is small in the bottle, and
the mycelium covers the entire surface of the agar. The spores were harvested
like during the evolution experiment mentioned above. The spores were counted
using a Casy TT particle counter (OMNI Life Science & Co KG, Germany) following
the manufacture’s protocol for counting fungal spores.

Competitive fitness assays
Acclimatization of the populations or clones
Before the competitions, populations/strains were first grown for a week on the
evolutionary medium to remove the effects of the glycerol in which they are stored
and then grown for another week to condition the strains to the evolutionary
environment. The spores were counted with the Casy TT particle counter.
i. Evolved population vs. ancestor
The twelve populations and the two ancestors were acclimatized, as mentioned
above. After acclimatization, the spores were harvested identical to the evolution
experiment and counted using the Casy TT particle counter. Spore samples were
then mixed in a 1:1 ratio of the ancestor (yellow): evolved (green) and vice-versa
at a spore density of 2X106 spores/ml. 100 μl of this mixture was inoculated on
fresh medium in the evolutionary environment and incubated with loose caps for
seven days at 370C in the dark. The ratios of both competitors were determined
both before and after the competition. The ratios were determined by inoculating
counting plates (complete medium with 0.05% tween (v/v)) and counting 50-100
green and yellow colonies per individual measurement. With these ratios, the
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following formula was used to calculate the selection rate constant, r, as a measure
for the difference in fitness of the two strains (Lenski et al., 1991). Each assay was
performed in triplicates.

ii. Transitivity of competitive fitness
a. Against ancestor Populations N1 and N3 were acclimatized and treated as
mentioned above. The spore samples were counted using the Coulter counter.
b. Against recent predecessor for non-transitive fitness interactions
The fitness of both evolved populations (N1 and N3) was determined through direct
competition of each time-point sample against a recent predecessor. To compare
evolved populations with a recent predecessor, yellow-colored mutants were
selected for every other time point chosen after treating spores with a low dose
of UV light (42 erg/mm2/s) for 10 seconds. A mycelium growth rate measurement
was used to select the strain with the least adverse effects of UV mutagenesis.
The color mutants were competing against a population sample from four weeks
earlier and one from four weeks later, as well as the original (i.e., with green
spores) wild-type population from the same time point as a reference. Each assay
was performed in triplicate for every time point (14 in total with 4-week intervals)
of the two evolved populations. A visual representation of these competitions can
be found in figure 3.3C. The fitness difference between the color mutants and
originally evolved populations they were picked from was used to correct for the
marker-mutation effect, assuming additive effects.

Results
Test of MGR-spore yield trade-off over evolutionary time
The mycelium of a filamentous fungus is used for searching, assimilating and
transporting food and it is also serves as an organ for supporting reproductive
propagules (spores). Therefore, one can assume that a larger mycelium would
provide a larger surface area for sporulation and improvements in MGR might be
selected and both the traits might be positively correlated. To test for the correlation
between MGR and spore yield, we assayed for changes in two characteristics,
mycelial growth rate (MGR) and spore yield from the ancestor and all 12 populations,
at 10-week intervals. A trade-off would be visible if improvements in MGR would be
associated with a decrease in spore yield or vice-versa. If the ancestral strain is far43
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off from the trade-off line, we might see improvements in both the traits (Novak
et al., 2006). On average, the 12 populations showed a modest but significant
increase in MGR of ~4% in the first ten weeks (Welch two-sample t-test, t =-4.214,
p=0.0014). The initial increase was followed by a slow decline, reaching a net
change of ~2% relative to the ancestor by the end of the experiment, which was
not significant (Welch two-sample t-test, t=-1.41, p=0.19; figure 3.2A). Changes in
MGR varied across populations and did not show a consistent pattern. The total
asexual spore yield of the populations was also measured at 10-week intervals,
as shown in figure 3.2B. The 12 populations showed a clear, gradual decrease in
spore yield, resulting in a highly significant reduction of more than 50% by the end
of the experiment (Welch two-sample t-test, t=23.88, p=0.0001). The reduction in
spore yield was consistent across populations, but individual populations showed
considerable variation during the initial weeks of evolution. We find no support for
a trade-off between MGR and asexual spore yield.
Test of MGR-spore yield trade-off among evolved populations
We tested for the correlation between MGR and spore yield between the 12
independently evolved populations. The figure 3.2C shows the average MGR and
average total spore yield of the populations at week 50. We did not observe a
negative correlation between these traits. Instead, we observed a positive,
statistically non-significant correlation between the two traits (r=0.52, df=10,
p=0.076). Hence, we found no evidence for a trade-off between MGR and spore
yield among the evolved populations from the final time point.
A

B

C

Figure 3.2: Changes in MGR and asexual spore yield over time and among replicate populations at
the final time-point. (A): Mycelial growth rate and (B) total asexual spore yield at 10-week intervals. The
dashed lines represent the mean value for each of the 12 populations at 10-week intervals. (C) Association
between growth rate and spore production across independently evolved populations at week-50. Each
value is the mean of three replicate measurements of a single population. Error bars are SEM.
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Competitive fitness
Since the evolved populations showed no increase in MGR together with a reduced
spore yield, we performed competition experiments between population samples
from the final time point of the experiment and the ancestral strain with the other
spore-color marker to test for adaptation involving other fitness components. To
our surprise, the evolved populations did not improve their competitive fitness
relative to the ancestor (figure 3.3A; t-test, p>0.05 after correcting for multiple
testing using the serial Bonferroni method). The general lack of improvement
in competitive fitness prompted us to analyze the dynamics of adaptation. We
performed 14 competition experiments with the ancestor and population samples
taken from two populations, N1 and N3. The two populations showed similar
dynamics of fitness changes: relative fitness increased during the first few weeks
of evolution, up to week 16 for N1 and week 12 for N3, followed by a leveling
off and then a decline. The second peak of fitness increased during the last few
weeks, as seen in the dashed lines in figure 3.3B.
Transitivity of fitness interactions
The early rapid increase in fitness relative to the ancestor followed by a later
decrease could be due to non-transitive fitness interactions resulting from
changes in the selective environment caused by the evolving populations. To test
for non-transitive fitness interactions, we set up 20 competition experiments as
depicted in figure 3.3C. The sum of fitness increments measured in competition
with the recent predecessor showed no longer a decline in fitness (solid lines in
figure 3.3B). The fitness of N1 in competition with its recent predecessor is lower
than its fitness in competition with the ancestor up to week 40 (see solid line in
figure 3.3B.
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B

C

Figure 3.3: Competitive fitness of evolved ASEX populations. (A) Selection rate constant of the
evolved populations at week 52 in competition with the ancestor. Each data point is the average of
fitness of one of the 12 evolved populations in competition with the ancestor of the opposite spore
color. The experiment was carried out in triplicate and the error bars are SEM. (B) Selection rate
constant of samples from populations N1 and N3, as measured by competition with the ancestor
(dashed lines) and recent predecessor (solid lines). Each data point of the calculated selection rate
constant is the average of three (against ancestor) or two (against recent predecessor) biological
replicate measurements. Error bars are SEM. (C) A visual representation of competitions that were
performed. Colour mutants were selected for every other time point, which were used in competition
with a population sample from the time point before it (←), itself (↑, to estimate the effect of the
spore-colour mutation), and the time point after it (→). Numbers indicate weeks from the start of the
evolution experiment.

Polymorphism in the populations
The lack of improvement in competitive fitness and its presumed components,
together with the observed non-transitive fitness interactions, hint at the
possibility of complex dynamics between different morphotypes within our
populations. Indeed, the competition assays had revealed the presence of at least
two different colony morphotypes in the populations. One morphotype resembled
the ancestor, henceforth indicated as ancestor-like (AL). The second morphotype
produced seemingly fewer spores, and the colony was cottony, white, and fluffy in
appearance, hereafter indicated as fluffy-like (FL) (figure 3.4). FL appears as early
as week 10 in some populations, is present in all the populations by week 20, and
remains present until the end of evolution in eleven populations (figure 3.5). The
time when the competitive fitness of populations N1 and N3 with the ancestor
decreased (figure 3.3B dashed line) coincides with the time when FL invades in
these two populations (figure 3.5). We compared MGR and spore yield of the
two morphotypes from the final time point across populations, but did not find a
significant difference (paired t-test, p>0.05 for both MGR and spore yield) in the
MGR and spore yield of FL and AL from the final time-point (figure 3.6A).
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3
Figure 3.4: Images of the ancestor and two evolved populations. Both spore-colored ancestors are
on the left and representative images of a yellow and green evolved population from the final timepoint are on the right. All populations are plated on complete medium for visualization purposes only
(to amplify the differences in their phenotype). White colonies on the right panel are the fluffy-like (FL)
morphs indicated by the black box.

Figure 3.5: Frequency of FL over time. Frequency of FL at 10-week intervals. The dashed line shows
the FL frequency of the 10 replicate populations and the remaining two populations used for nontransitive fitness assay namely N1(closed circle) and N3 (open circle) are shown in solid lines.
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Figure 3.6: Fitness components of AL and FL at the final time-point. (A) MGR of the ancestor and the
grand mean MGR for AL and FL from seven populations where the polymorphism persisted until the
final time-point. Error bars are standard deviation. (B) Total asexual spore yield of the ancestor and the
grand mean spore yield for AL and FL from the same seven populations at the final time-point. Error
bars are standard deviation.

Discussion
The work aimed to understand the role of two life-history traits, i.e., mycelium
growth and asexual reproduction, as well as competitive fitness, during adaptation
of A. nidulans to a simple structured environment. With these objectives and
inspiration from the LTEE populations (Lenski et al., 1991), the ASEX populations
were set up. The fungus was evolved in a structured environment to facilitate
the completion of its asexual life cycle, and spores were used as propagules to
start the next cycle. We monitored changes in mycelium growth rate, asexual
spore production and the competitive fitness of the evolved genotypes, to assess
adaptation to this novel environment. Since the transfer protocol used asexual
spores as propagules for starting new growth cycles, we expected to see an
increase in asexual reproduction during adaptation to the evolutionary conditions.
We were also interested in understanding the trade-offs between the two lifehistory traits. During growth in limiting nutrients, any mutations that improved
growth and (or) reproduction are expected to be selected, as such mutants would
be over-represented in the spores founding the next cycle.
When populations are evolving in the presence of limiting nutrients, one may
expect a trade-off between growth and reproduction since the amount of available
energy is limiting and increased energy investment to one trait will come at the
cost of reduced available energy for another trait (van Noordwijk & de Jong, 1986).
However, such trade-off may be obscured by variation in resource acquisition
among genotypes (van Noordwijk & de Jong, 1986). We tested for the existence
of a trade-off between growth and asexual reproduction in two ways. First, we
measured the changes in MGR and spore yield over evolutionary time. Here,
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a trade-off will be visible if improvements in one trait will reduce another trait
(Novak et al., 2006). Although we see a reduction in asexual spore yield, we do not
see a consistent increase in MGR. In our study, the mean MGR of the populations
showed a modest increase of 4% during the first ten weeks of adaptation. MGR can
be used as a surrogate measure for fitness for filamentous fungi (Hoekstra et al.,
1997; Pringle & Taylor, 2002; Schoustra et al., 2005). The absence of improvement
in MGR in our study indicates that MGR might not be a strong target for selection
in our experiment, perhaps because the strains were close to their fitness
optima (De Visser et al., 1999; Schoustra et al., 2005). Alternately, MGR based on
average growth rate during 5 days may not an accurate measure of fitness in this
experimental set up, since after germination of the spores there is very little time
for mycelial growth (max 2 days) before the agar surface is completely occupied. It
is possible that the initial stages of germ tube formation and outgrowth are more
important than the speed of mycelial growth.
The consistent decrease in asexual spore yield was in contrast to our expectations.
The design of the experiment involved the serial transfer of asexual spores, and
at the start, the inoculum consisted mainly of uninucleate spores. The transfer
protocol included a filtration step to exclude mycelial fragments. As the number
of spores reduced during transfers, the size of the bottleneck would have also
decreased with each transfer. Schoustra et al., (2012) found a negative correlation
between mycelial growth rate and the yield of colony-forming units, or asexual
spores per surface area, when A. nidulans was evolved in the laboratory for 800
generations on a solid medium (Schoustra & Punzalan, 2012). However, a study
using wild isolates of Neurospora crassa evolved in the laboratory on both rich and
poor nutrient medium suggests that MGR and spore yield are plastic and largely
independent traits and may thus not be correlated (Anderson et al., 2019).
Next, we measured the correlation between growth and reproduction between
independently evolved replicate populations at the final time-point. A trade-off
here would be visible if the populations took different paths during adaptation to
reach the trade-off line (Novak et al., 2006). We did not see a negative correlation
between growth and reproduction when we measured the 12 independently
evolved populations at week 50. Instead, we found a marginally-significant
positive correlation between the traits (figure 3.2C). When a trade-off between
growth rate and yield was tested for the LTEE populations, no evidence was found
for a trade-off over evolutionary time or between independently evolved replicate
populations. However, the authors did find a negative correlation between growth
rate and yield within isolates of the four populations tested, suggesting short-term
constraints from a trade-off between these life-history traits (Novak et al., 2006).
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The lack of adaptation we found for MGR and spore yield prompted us to look at
competitive fitness to see if adaptation had happened at all. When competitions
were carried out between population samples from the final time point and
the ancestor, we did not see an improvement in competitive fitness against the
ancestor (figure 3.3A). The lack of improvement in fitness against the ancestor
prompted us to further analyze two populations in detail by performing pairwise
competitions at four-week time intervals. Both the populations tested showed an
initial increase followed by a decrease in fitness. These patterns suggested the
possibility of non-transitive fitness interactions, where the fitness of an evolved
genotype relative to its ancestor is not the sum of the fitness increments relative
to its immediate predecessors (Van den Bergh et al., 2018).
Non-transitive fitness interactions can be generated by trade-offs between growth
rates in different niches or interference competition, and may especially occur in
spatially-structured environments. For example, three bacterial strains, a sensitive
strain, a colicin (toxin) producer and a resistant strain, co-existed due to tradeoffs in relative fitness among different pairs of strains in a spatially-structured
environment (Chao & Levin, 1981; Kerr et al., 2002). During the experimental
evolution of yeast in a glucose-rich medium both non-transitivity and multilevel
selection on the host genome and the intracellular viral genome was observed.
The cells (ancestor) that carry the functional viral genome produces a toxin
that can kill cells that doesn’t carry the viral genome. As populations evolved,
adaptive mutations occurred both in the nuclear and viral genome. These adaptive
mutations resulted in loss of immunity against the toxin and the ability to produce
them. When these evolved populations were competed against the ancestor with
a functional toxin producing viral genome, they were killed by the toxin resulting
in non-transitive fitness interaction. As populations evolved they experienced
multilevel selection on the host genome and the intracellular viral genome it
carried (Buskirk et al., 2020).
Non-transitivity occurs when populations are polymorphic due to frequencydependent interactions between contemporary genotypes. Indeed, we found at
least two different morphs, one resembling the ancestor (AL), the other having
a fluffy appearance (FL), in all populations from week ten onward. The rapid
invasion of FL in the population on N1 until week 20 (figure 3.4) corresponds to
the decline in fitness against the ancestor seen by week 28 (figure 3.3B dashed
line). In competitions of population samples from different time points against
marked clones from the same populations, the summed fitness increments for
population N1 were lower than the values obtained for competition directly with
the ancestor. With the hindsight of polymorphisms in the populations, the spore
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color mutant isolated for the experiments has likely originated from the AL morph.
The fitness estimates measured across 4-week intervals have not captured the
complete population-level fitness increases but perhaps fitness increases of the
AL type compared to the populations.
Our study with a multicellular fungus A. nidulans did not show improvements in
the conventional fitness components MGR and spore yield. Although we saw a
divergence in the fitness trajectories for MGR, we saw convergence in the reduction
in asexual spore yield. At the same time, similar polymorphisms evolved in all
populations. FL morphotypes are not uncommon in filamentous fungi. Previous
studies with A. niger and A. oryzae, when grown in glucose-limited chemostats,
have given rise to fluffy morphotypes (Van De Vondervoort et al., 2004; Withers
et al., 1994). The fluffy phenotype we see might be different than those found in
most of the other studies. FL types from all the populations produce abundant
aerial mycelium, giving it a fluffy appearance. It also makes spores and is not
completely devoid of sporulation (aconidial). Aconidial genotypes following serial
sub-culturing through propagule(spores and mycelial fragments) transfer have
been reported in A. fumigatus and Neurospora crassa (Bastiaans et al., 2016; Zhang
et al., 2015). This morphology in A. nidulans can occur due to defects in one or
more of the 36 genes involved in light sensing and conidiation (Riquelme et al.,
2018). Loss or reduction of conidiation, therefore, seems a common theme among
filamentous fungi evolving in laboratory culture conditions.
This study gives us a glimpse at how evolution, in a simple structured environment,
gave rise to polymorphisms and complex adaptive dynamics within populations,
leading to non-transitive fitness interactions. It opens up many questions. For
example, what ecological strategies are used by AL and FL morphotypes for
adaptation and co-existence? What mutations, in which genes, give rise to
this phenotype? Do the morphotypes show parallel mutations, or do different
mutations converge to produce a single phenotype. Do the morphs share a deep
genetic divergence from an early time-point, or are we looking at a snapshot of
transient dynamics, where these morphs re-evolve repeatedly? These questions
are addressed in the next chapters.
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Abstract
Twelve replicate populations of Aspergillus nidulans evolved for one year in a
structured environment with limiting nutrients. Adaptation to these conditions led
to a threefold reduction in reproduction (asexual spore production) in the evolved
populations. It also led to the parallel evolution of a polymorphism in seven
populations, involving at least two morphotypes: one resembling the ancestor
(called ancestor-like, AL) and the other with white cottony aerial hyphae (called
fluffy-like, FL). In this study, we test whether metabolic interactions contribute
to the maintenance of this polymorphism. We found that contemporary AL and
FL types are involved in negative frequency-dependent fitness interactions. By
performing fitness assays with media containing metabolic products from the
contemporary other morphotype from the final time point, we found no support
for a cross-feeding interaction. However, we found that resource competition
between the two morphotypes plays a role.
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Introduction
Understanding the evolution of life’s diversity has been a major area of study.
Microbes are excellent models to understand how diversity emerges from
a monomorphic state and which mechanisms cause the maintenance of this
diversity (Elena & Lenski, 2003). However, according to the competitive exclusion
principle (Hardin, 1960), asexual populations evolving in an environment with one
limiting resource will be monomorphic, as such an environment will only support
one species or genotype. Adaptation in these populations will proceed through
selective sweeps of fitter clones in a sequential manner (Muller, 1932). In reality,
this simplistic view of clonal replacements is complicated by clonal interference
and genetic hitch-hiking (Cvijović et al., 2018). Clonal interference will slow the
process of selective sweeps as individuals carrying different beneficial mutations
compete with each other and with the ancestor for fixation in the population
(Gerrish & Lenski, 1998). Nevertheless, as long as competition for a single resource
drives evolution, polymorphisms are transient states.
Yet, numerous studies have reported the spontaneous evolution of stable
maintenance of at least two genotypes in originally clonal populations (Atwood et
al., 1951; Bastiaans et al., 2016; Elena & Lenski, 1997; Frenkel et al., 2015; Helling
et al., 1987; Maddamsetti et al., 2015; Morris et al., 2014; Rainey & Travisano,
1998; Rozen & Lenski, 2000; P. E. Turner et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 2017). In all
cases, negative frequency-dependent fitness interactions among contemporary
types are responsible for the stable maintenance of the polymorphism. Negative
frequency-dependent interactions occur when a genotype has higher fitness when
it is rare than when it is common in a population. Such interactions may arise in
homogenous, heterogeneous, structured, and unstructured environments ((Van
den Bergh et al., 2018), and references therein), and are caused by fitness trade-offs
between adaptations to different “niches” (Rainey et al., 2000). Niches may arise in
nonstructured environments from (i) temporal heterogeneity in a single resource
(seasonal environment (Vasi et al., 1994)), or (ii) heterogeneity arising from an
excreted metabolite (cross-feeding on a metabolizable metabolite). In structured
environments, there is more opportunity for niche specialization due to spatial
heterogeneities (Rainey & Travisano, 1998), but negative frequency-dependent
coexistence may also arise via toxin- mediated interference competition, for
which spatial structure is also essential (Chao & Levin, 1981; Helling et al., 1987;
Rendueles et al., 2015; Wloch-Salamon et al., 2008).
Temporal variation in growth rate and resource abundance is seen in seasonal
environments: the serial passage of populations in batch culture during laboratory
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evolution experiments introduces seasonal variation in resource availability and
population size. A seasonal environment alone can support diversity in a population
due to differential growth rates of the genotypes during the “feast” and “famine”
phase (Vasi et al., 1994). In silico experiments have shown that organisms can
adapt to a serial-transfer regime by evolving to grow rapidly when resources
are abundant or maintain high yields when resources are scarce. These growth
strategies can be achieved by gene regulation, niche specialization, and trade-offs
between growth and yield either alone or a combination of these strategies (Van
Dijk et al., 2019).
Cross-feeding interactions, where partners exchange metabolites that may enhance
each other’s fitness, is another mechanism of creating multiple ecological niches
within an originally homogeneous environment. Many studies have demonstrated
that cross-feeding can help maintain diversity in the populations (D’Souza et
al., 2018; Smith et al., 2019). One of the earliest works that demonstrated the
evolution of cross-feeding in an experimental evolution set-up was by Helling et al.
(1987). They demonstrated the evolution of acetate cross-feeding in a chemostat
culture of Escherichia coli. E. coli may evolve acetate cross-feeding when adapting
to growth in a homogenous single-carbon, or a heterogenous multiple-carbon
environment (Friesen et al., 2004; Rozen et al., 2009). Cross-feeding has also been
demonstrated to sustain diversity in multi-species biofilms (Poltak & Cooper, 2011).
Spatial structure provides opportunities for niche formation and niche
specialization, since it restricts competition among nonmotile genotypes to a
local scale and not to a global scale, as seen in homogenous environments, such as
applied in most experimental evolution studies. For example, a classical study by
Rainey and Travisano (1998) showed the effect of spatial structure on the evolution
and coexistence of multiple morphs in Pseudomonas fluorescens elegantly. The
structured environment created specific niches with varying oxygen gradients
to which the different morphs repeatedly adapted, and competition avoidance
drove the maintenance of the morphs (Lind et al., 2015; Rainey & Travisano, 1998).
However, there are reports of stable polymorphism in the absence of structure
(Rozen & Lenski, 2000) and the loss of diversity despite spatial structure (Saxer et
al., 2009).
In our previous work (Chapter 3), we described an evolution experiment with
12 populations of the ascomycete fungus Aspergillus nidulans in a structured
environment. The experiment was run for one year on a solid synthetic medium
with 0.1% glucose as a sole carbon source with a weekly transfer of 1% of the
asexual spores. We found, surprisingly, that the evolved populations had on
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average not improved their mycelium growth rate or competitive fitness relative
to their original ancestor that founded the selection experiment and even had
reduced asexual reproductive output. Two populations tested exhibited nontransitive fitness interactions. Non-transitive fitness interactions occurs when
the fitness of the evolving genotypes does not increase linearly and occurs when
a successor outcompetes its immediate predecessor, but can be outcompeted
by a more distant ancestor (Kerr et al., 2002; Van den Bergh et al., 2018). As a
possible explanation for these non-transitive fitness interactions, we found that
the populations had evolved at least two morphotypes. The morphotypes did not
differ in their growth rate and spore yield as monocultures. So, differential growth
rate or spore yield did not explain their coexistence. The morphs were present in
seven of the twelve populations at the final point.
In this study, we seek to understand the possible mechanism involved in the
maintenance of these morphs. We do so by conducting competition experiments
between contemporary morphs from the final time point at low and high
frequencies to test for frequency-dependent fitness interactions. If the diversity
observed in the populations is not transient, we expect to observe negative
frequency-dependent interactions between the two morphs. Next, we test for
the possible role of metabolites and toxins using conditioned medium (i.e., culture
media possibly containing metabolites or toxins produced by one or the other
morph growing in the culture medium) for the maintenance of diversity in the
populations. When grown on each other’s conditioned medium, improvement in
growth or spore yield suggests a positive interaction, such as resulting from crossfeeding. A reduction in growth or spore yield when cultivated on the other type’s
conditioned medium suggests a negative competitive interaction due to resource
competition or toxin production.

Materials and methods
Test of frequency-dependence of fitness interactions
Before the competitions, the two morphotypes from the final time-point of
seven populations which had clear distinct morphotypes were first grown for two
weekly transfers on the evolutionary medium to remove the effects of freezing
and glycerol in which they are stored. The harvested spores were counted with the
Casy TT particle counter (OMNI Life Science & Co KG, Germany).
After acclimatization, the spores of the 14 morphs were harvested identical to
how this was done in the evolution experiment (Chapter 3) and counted using the
Casy TT particle counter. Spore samples were then mixed in a 1:9 ratio of FL: AL
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and vice-versa. The spores were inoculated on fresh medium at a density of ~106
spores per bottle in the evolutionary environment and incubated with loose caps
for one week at 37oC in the dark. The ratios of both competitors were determined
both before and after the competition. The ratios were determined by inoculating
counting plates (complete medium with 0.05% tween (v/v)) and counting 50-150
colonies per competition. With these ratios, the following formula was used to
calculate the selection rate constant, r, as measure of relative fitness of the FL
morphs (Lenski et al., 1991). Each assay was performed in triplicate.

Test of metabolic interactions
Conditioned medium is culture media containing biologically active components
that may affect fitness secreted into the media by previously cultured cells. The
conditioned medium of each morphotype (7 pairs from 7 populations) was prepared
by growing each morphotype separately in 100 ml of liquid minimal medium in
500 ml bottles. The bottles were incubated in a 37oC incubator at an angle of 4550 degrees to increase the surface area available for growth for seven days with
loose caps. After the incubation period, the mycelial mat that formed on top of
the medium was removed and the conditioned medium was filter-sterilized using
Steritop, a 0.2-micron bottle top filter from Millipore (cat. No. SCGPS02RE). The
sterilized conditioned medium was divided into two aliquots. To one aliquot, 0.1%
glucose and 5mM urea was added to make a nutrient-supplemented conditioned
medium that would reconstitute original glucose and urea levels if both were fully
depleted. The other aliquot was used without replenishment. The conditioned
medium was used on the same day that it was prepared.
A 10% water agar solution was prepared freshly and autoclaved on the day of the
experiment and kept molten by constant stirring on a heated magnetic stirrer.
The Petri plates and bottles to measure growth and spore yield were prepared by
diluting one volume of the 10% agar solution into nine volumes of pre-warmed
conditioned medium, and 20 ml was poured into 90 mm Petri-plates and 10 ml into
30 ml bottles and allowed to cool and solidify on the bench over-night.
Each morphotype was inoculated in four different conditions: on its own
conditioned medium with and without nutrient supplementation and on the
conditioned medium of its partner with and without supplementation.
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Mycelium density
To measure mycelial density as a proxy for biomass production, 3µl of a spore
suspension (~2X106 spores/ml) was spotted in the center of the Petri plates
(prepared as mentioned above) and incubated at 370C for three days. The mycelial
density was measured by scanning the plates using Epson Perfection V600 Photo
flatbed scanner. The images were analyzed in ImageJ. The mycelial density was
calculated by eliminating the pixel density values of the medium and the point
of inoculation (highest pixel density) and normalized to the size of the colony,
resulting in a measure for the average mycelium density.
Spore yield
To measure spore yield, 50µl of the spore suspension (~2X106 spores/ml) was
spread on the agar surface in the bottle (prepared as mentioned above) by tilting
the bottle and allowing the liquid to spread. The bottles were incubated at 37oC
for seven days with loose caps to allow the exchange of oxygen. After incubation,
the spores were harvested by adding a few (8-10) glass beads and 3 ml of saline
tween (0.005% tween v/v) solution and shaking for 10 minutes at 200 rpm on a
horizontal shaker. Spores were counted using Casy TT (OMNI Life Science & Co
KG, Germany) following the manufacturer’s instruction, resulting in a measure for
total spore production.

Results
Frequency-dependent fitness interactions
To determine if the stable maintenance of the morphotypes was due to frequencydependent fitness interactions, we performed competition experiments with the
two morphotypes from the final time-point of each of the seven populations at
low (~10%) and high (~90%) initial frequency of FL. Relative fitness was measured
by the selection rate constant of FL relative to AL. On average, the FL from these
seven populations show a significant advantage when rare (Welch two-sample
t-test, t=4.24 and p=0.0023) and a reduction in that advantage when frequent,
supporting a negative frequency-dependent fitness interaction between
contemporary morphotypes (figure 4.1). However, when the populations were
tested independently, only FL from population N1 had a significant advantage
when rare (paired t-test, p=0.0028, after correcting for multiple testing using serial
Bonferroni correction). Although FL has higher fitness than AL at a frequency of
~10%, it does not have lower fitness than AL at high frequency, hence cannot fully
explain their stable coexistence.
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Figure 4.1: Selection rate constant of FL in competition with its contemporary AL from the final
time point of seven populations at a frequency of 10% and 90%. Each data point is the average
fitness of three replicate measurements of FL at two frequencies and the error bars are SEM.

Metabolic interactions
To examine the cause of the negative frequency-dependent interactions at the
level of competitive fitness (figure 4.1), we measured two fitness components of
both types, reproduction (asexual spore production) and growth (here measured
by the increase in mycelial biomass in three days). Although FL has an advantage
when rare in competition with the contemporary AL type (figure 4.1), it does not
show significant differences in average growth and spore yield compared to AL,
when grown independently on fresh medium (t-test, p>0.05 for both, figure 4.2).

Figure 4.2: Growth and spore yield of FL and AL on fresh medium. Each data point is the grand mean
of seven clones of FL (circle) and AL (triangle). Error bars are SEM.

Metabolic interactions like cross-feeding or interference competition via toxin
production, could explain the observed negative frequency-dependent fitness
interactions (figure 4.1). To test for metabolic interactions, the two morphotypes from
the seven populations were grown on their own conditioned medium and that of the
other morphotype, both from the final time point in the evolution experiment, and
two fitness components, namely growth (biomass production) and spore yield, were
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measured. The results are plotted as effect of the other type’s conditioned medium
relative its own conditioned medium on each fitness component. The possible
outcomes are shown in figure 4.3A. We hypothesized that positive values (higher
values on the conditioned medium of the other type than on its own conditioned
medium) for either or both components tested would indicate beneficial interactions,
such as cross-feeding, and negative values (lower values on the conditioned medium
of the other type than on its own conditioned medium) would indicate inhibitory
interactions, such as from resource depletion or toxin production.
A

4
B

C

Figure 4.3: Metabolic interactions. (A) Possible outcomes for the conditioned medium results. The results
are plotted as the effect of the other type’s conditioned medium on each fitness component. Quadrant 1
(Q1) has positive values for both fitness components, which indicates that the fitness components of the
morphotype are higher on the partner’s (other morphotype) conditioned medium than on its own. Positive
values are suggestive that the partner’s conditioned medium supports growth and spore production
better than the morphotype’s own conditioned medium. Quadrant 2 and 4 (Q2 and Q4) has positive
values for one fitness component and negative values for the other, indicating that one of the fitness
components has higher values and the other has lower values on the partner’s conditioned medium. This
suggests that the partner’s conditioned medium supports one fitness component and inhibits/reduces
the other fitness component. Quadrant 3 (Q3) has negative values for both fitness components meaning
that the partner’s conditioned medium inhibits/reduces both the fitness components of the morphotype
compared to its own conditioned medium. (B) Effect of metabolites from the other morphotype on spore
production and growth without supplementation. Each data point is grand means of seven clones of FL
(circle) and AL (triangle). Error bars are SEM. (C) Effect of metabolites from the other morphotype on
spore production and growth with supplementation. Each data point is grand means of seven clones of
FL (circle) and AL (triangle). Error bars are SEM.
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The effect of the other type on growth in the absence of supplementation was not
significantly different for both types when tested across the seven populations
(figure 4.3B, paired t-test, t=-1.32, p=0.23). However, there is a significant
difference between the effect of the other type on spore production (figure 4.3B,
paired t-test, t=2.61, p=0.03): FL had a negative effect on the spore production of
AL, whereas AL has a positive effect on the spore production of FL, figure 4.3B.
However, this difference in the dependence of reproduction on the presence of
the other type’s metabolites was not significant when the individual populations
are tested separately (paired t-test, p>0.05, after correcting for multiple testing
with serial Bonferroni correction), indicating that the effects are relatively small
compared to the uncertainties in the measurements. Nevertheless, these results
suggest that FL types experience a relative reproductive benefit from the presence
of contemporary AL types, whereas AL types suffer a detrimental effect, and both
types do not significantly affect each other’s growth.
The reduction in spore production of AL on FL spent medium (figure 4.3B) is
indicative of an inhibitory interaction. Such an inhibitory interaction could be
either due to the greater depletion of nutrients by FL relative to AL or due to the
secretion of a compound that inhibits spore yield of AL. To distinguish between
these two hypotheses, we supplemented the spent medium with the original
amount of glucose and urea and repeated our assay. If the difference in spore
production is due to resource depletion, then supplementation of the conditioned
medium should restore the spore yield. If the effect on spore production is due to
a toxin, then resource supplementation will not restore spore production as the
efficacy of the toxin is not affected by supplementation. The difference in spore
production between FL and AL is lost upon supplementation of the conditioned
medium (figure 4.3C, paired t-test, t=-0.30, p=0.76). The negative effect of FL
on the spore production of AL thus disappeared upon supplementation, while
no additional positive effect was seen on FL spore production when grown
on supplemented AL-conditioned medium (figure 4.3C, paired t-test, t=1.21,
p>0.05). Further, when the absolute spore yield on fresh medium (figure 4.2) and
supplemented self-conditioned medium are compared, we do not see a difference
in the total number of spores produced between the two conditions tested either
for FL or AL (Welch two-sample t-test, t=-0.85 and p=0.42 and t=-1.38, p=0.20 for FL
and AL, respectively). These results therefore strongly suggest that the depletion
of nutrients in the FL condition medium is responsible for the lower spore yield of
AL.
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Discussion
In this chapter, we set out to identify the nature of the fitness interactions between
two dominant morphotypes repeatedly observed in an evolution experiment with
the ascomycete fungus A. nidulans. During evolution in a structured environment
for one year on minimal nutrients and weekly transfer of 1% asexual spores to
fresh medium, seven of the 12 populations maintained an evolved polymorphism
of at least two phenotypically distinct types, one resembling the ancestral
phenotype, the other with a fluffy appearance. The evolved populations did not
show increased competitive fitness relative to the ancestor, but showed nontransitive fitness interactions, based on detailed analyses of two populations
(chapter 3). The polymorphism arose early during evolution in all 12 populations,
and was maintained until the end of the experiment in at least seven populations.
To understand the mechanism causing their maintenance in the population, we
carried out competitions with the two contemporary morphotypes from the final
time point at both low and high initial frequencies. The fitness of one type relative
to the other can show a positive, a negative or no dependence on its frequency.
From our data, we saw that the FL type has an advantage when it is rare in the
population. But unexpectedly, there was no fitness loss at ~90% frequency,
although the fitness advantage was lower than at low frequency; thus, the fitness
advantage depends on the frequency (figure 4.1). A similar observation has been
reported for the long-term experimental evolution (LTEE) populations of E. coli
(Lenski et al., 1991). One genotype in the Ara-1 population at 7500 generation
shows a reduction in fitness as its frequency increases, but still has higher
fitness than the other genotype with which it coexists at all frequencies tested
(Maddamsetti et al., 2015). There can be two explanations for this observation:
(i) The equilibrium frequency is not within the range of frequencies tested. (ii)
The evolution environment changed due to the secretion of metabolites or toxins
during the experiment, which is not recapitulated in the competition environment
with the two dominant types. For our results, option two might be responsible for
the observations. We can exclude option one, as the data from chapter 3 (figure
3.5) show that the grand mean frequency of FL is ~50%, well within the range of
frequencies we tested (i.e., 10% and 90%).
Next, we tested whether ecological interactions may underlie the observed
negative frequency dependence of fitness interactions between AL and FL types.
We focused on metabolic interactions and tested for both positive and negative
interactions by using media conditioned by the growth of each type in our assays.
One can expect three possible scenarios: (i) Both morphotypes differ in their ability
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to deplete the limiting resource, glucose; (ii) One or both morphotypes produce
an inhibitory substance; (iii) One or both morphotype cross-feed on an excreted
metabolite by the other type. Our results (figure 4.3B) show that when AL is
cultured on FL conditioned medium, it produces fewer spores than when cultured
on its own conditioned medium. In contrast, FL produces relatively more spores
on medium conditioned by AL. The reduction in AL spore yield, when grown on unsupplemented FL-conditioned medium disappears when grown on supplemented
FL medium (figure 4.3C). This result, combined with the lack of increase in FL spore
production on supplemented AL medium suggests that FL is a superior resource
utilizer to AL. The lack of usable nutrients in FL’s un-supplemented spent medium
was responsible for the lower spore yield of AL. The higher reproduction of FL on
AL-conditioned medium could be due to lesser depletion of glucose by AL.
Fluffy mutants have been seen to evolve in the laboratory in other filamentous
fungi like Neurospora crassa and Aspergillus fumigatus (Bastiaans et al., 2016;
Zhang et al., 2017). In N. crassa, the fluffy-like mutants are deficient in somatic
fusion and gain an advantage at a low frequency when there is a high probability
of wild-type mycelia fusing with them. Under such conditions, fluffy-like mutants
are more likely to be over-represented in spores (Grum-Grzhimaylo et al., 2021).
We did not test the ability for somatic fusion of our morphotypes, but we consider
it possible that FL and AL types in our experiment also engage in intra-somatic
interactions, in addition to resource competition, which may contribute to their
stable co-existence. Our findings also show some resemblance with those of
Rozen and Lenski (2000) with one of the LTEE populations. They found two stably
coexisting morphs engaged in a negatively frequency-dependent interaction. One
of the morphs influenced the survival of the other morph by removing essential
nutrients in the medium and grew better on the conditioned medium than on the
fresh medium (Rozen et al., 2009).
In this study, we have shown that when adapting to a simple homogeneous
laboratory environment, fungi can give rise to phenotypic diversity. Negative
frequency-dependent competitive interactions seem to maintain this diversity.
There are metabolic interactions between the two morphotypes FL and AL; FL
reduces the spore yield of the AL by reducing the available nutrients for AL, e.g.,
being more efficient at utilizing nutrients. Physical interaction between FL and AL
types may also be a possibility. For example., FL type may produce more aerial
hyphae that may overgrow and hinder sporulation of AL type.
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Abstract
Twelve replicate populations initiated with a laboratory strain of the ascomycete
fungus Aspergillus nidulans evolved on synthetic minimal glucose agar medium for
one year, using weekly transfers of 1% of the produced asexual spores to fresh
medium. This Aspergillus short-term evolution experiment (ASEX) was designed
to understand how filamentous fungi adapt to growth on limited carbon in a
spatially structured environment. As noted in the previous chapters, we observed
no systematic improvement in the fitness components tested and neither in the
competitive fitness relative to the ancestor. Instead, we observed the repeated
evolution of at least two morphotypes, with a fluffy-like (FL) or an ancestor-like (AL)
colony morphology, leading to non-transitive fitness interactions among isolates in
two selected populations. The genomic analyses of clones from all 12 populations
at an early (week 10) and the final time point (week 52), which we present here,
show a clear role of natural selection during ASEX. We also observed a shared
genetic basis and different timing of adaptation of AL and FL types. In addition, in
most populations both morphotypes do not form monophyletic groups, but they
frequently disappear and re-evolve from ancestral forms of both types. Reduction
in asexual spore yield, the most evident parallel phenotypic change found in all
our evolved populations, is not due to direct selection on genes involved in asexual
reproduction. Instead, we argue that reduced spore yield is a pleiotropic effect of
adaptive changes in metabolism.
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Introduction
Natural selection of a population adapting to a novel environment occurs by
differential survival and reproduction. Adaptive mutations can fine-tune existing
functions by altering gene expression, regulatory networks and metabolic fluxes.
The early, large effect mutations that are seen in laboratory evolution experiments
with microbes often occur in regulatory genes, such as those encoding RNA
polymerase core enzymes like RpoC, where mutations were found in replicate
populations of Escherichia coli adapting on minimal medium (Conrad et al., 2010).
Mutants of rpoC grew faster and converted carbon to biomass more efficiently on
minimal medium than on rich medium (Conrad et al., 2010). Thus, an important class
of adaptive mutations in laboratory evolution experiments alters transcription
kinetics and levels (Conrad et al., 2011; Philippe et al., 2007). Adaptation can also
occur by mutations unlocking novel functions, such as enzymes with increased
catalytic activity on specific substrates. Such gain of function mutations may
enable organisms to occupy new niches. Along with genetic mechanisms, ecological
opportunity is another important driver for evolution by creating conditions for
the spread of a novel function (Barrick & Lenski, 2013; Kassen, 2019). For example,
the addition of citrate to the growth medium provided the opportunity for the
evolution of citrate utilization in one of the Escherichia coli long-term evolution
experiment (LTEE ) populations (Blount et al., 2008, 2012; Lenski et al., 1991).
Another classical example is the evolution of three morphotypes of Pseudomonas
fluorescens in a spatially structured environment, where the structure created
distinct niches with varying oxygen availability and other competitors to which the
different morphs repeatedly adapted (Lind et al., 2015; Rainey & Travisano, 1998).
In a spatially structured environment, the kinds of adaptive mutations are likely to
be different than those in a well-mixed environment. For example, populations of
phage λ growing in spatially structured environments with host bacteria without
mixing, were selected for reduced virulence relative to populations growing in well
mixed environments (Berngruber et al., 2015). This was due to reduced scope for
horizontal transmission of the phage, favoring more prudent growth strategies.
The benefits of faster growth may be lower as spatial structure limits competition
among evolving genotypes to local scales. Furthermore, the rate of adaptation in
a structured environment is slower due to inefficient local resource competition
(Habets et al., 2006, 2007; Perfeito et al., 2008). Potentially, improvements in other
fitness components like increased dispersal or interference competition may have
increased relevance (Chao & Levin, 1981; Wloch-Salamon et al., 2008).
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With the combined forces of experimental evolution and low-cost whole genome
sequencing, evolutionary biologists can address the genomic basis of adaptation,
and the relative roles of selection and drift and the repeatability of evolution at
new levels of resolution (Barrick & Lenski, 2013). Parallel evolution, the repeated
evolution of the same genotype or phenotype can be quantified using the Jaccard
Index (J), i.e., the ratio of the number of mutated genes shared by at least two
populations to the total number of genes mutated in both populations, which
ranges from 0 (no shared mutations) to 1 (all mutations shared). A meta-analysis
of nine bacterial and seven yeast laboratory evolution studies has found that
most J values are close to 0, but some are greater than 0.5, showing that there
is a large variation in the degree of parallel evolution (Bailey et al., 2017). A
spatially heterogeneous environment with patchy resource distribution generates
differential selection pressures between patches. These conditions, combined
with varying dispersibility, will result in the generation of either specialists or
generalists (Bailey et al., 2015). The degree of parallel evolution depends on the
combination of environmental heterogeneity and amount of dispersal of the
populations (Bailey et al., 2015).
The Aspergillus short-term evolution experiment (ASEX) was designed to
understand how filamentous fungi adapt to growth on limited carbon in a spatially
structured environment. Twelve replicate populations initiated with a laboratory
strain of Aspergillus nidulans evolved on synthetic minimal glucose agar medium
for one year, using weekly transfers of 1% of the produced asexual spores to fresh
medium. One of the striking observations was the reduction in asexual sporulation
across all 12 populations. Apart from reduced sporulation (chapter 3), the evolved
populations showed the following distinct characteristics: (i) no improvement in
mycelium growth rate and competitive fitness compared to the ancestor (chapter
3), (ii) non-transitive fitness interactions among isolates from different time points
in two selected populations (chapter 3), and (iii) multiple populations showed the
presence of at least two colony morphotypes, with a fluffy-like (FL) and an ancestorlike (AL) colony morphology from week 10 onward (chapter 3). These morphotypes
showed an overall tendency towards weak negative frequency-dependent fitness
interactions and resource competition (chapter 4).
In this chapter, we explore the role of natural selection, the genetic basis of
the evolved polymorphisms and the mechanisms of adaptation of the ASEX
populations, by sequencing clones from both morphotypes from all 12 populations
at two time points of the evolution experiment.
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Materials and methods
Evolution experiment and morphotypes
We started six replicate populations each of A. nidulans strains WG649 and WG650,
which are isogenic except for differences in nitrate non-utilizing mutations and
spore color. WG649 has wild-type green spores and a nia mutation and WG650
has yellow spores and a cnx mutation; both mutations cause autotrophy for using
nitrate as a nitrogen source. The six WG649 populations are henceforth referred
as N1-N6 and six WG650 populations as Y1-Y6. The strains were inoculated in
30 ml glass bottles with 10 ml of solid minimal media (MM) (Pontecorvo, 1953)
supplemented with 0.1% glucose and 5mM urea. 1% of the asexual spores were
transferred weekly to fresh medium for a year. We found two morphotypes,
named fluffy-like and ancestor-like, from as early as week 10 and until the end
of the experiment in seven of the 12 populations. The term fluffy-like (FL) refers
to colonies with a white cottony appearance, while the term ancestor-like (AL)
refers to colonies resembling the ancestral colony phenotype with abundant
conidiospores. For all populations at two time points, week 10 and week 52 (and
week 20 in the case of Y6), one clone of each morphotype, or in those cases where
only one morphotype was present, a single type, was sequenced.
DNA extraction
The stains were grown in liquid minimal medium with 1% glucose and 5mM urea
and shaken at 100rpm, 37oC for 48 hours. A. nidulans grows as small pellets of
mycelium in shaken liquid medium. After 48 hours, the mycelium was separated
from the liquid by filtering in through a Büchner funnel with a Whatmann filter
paper attached to a vacuum pump. The DNA was extracted using a modified
protocol from Rogers S.O (1994). Briefly the dried mycelium was finely ground
using liquid nitrogen in a mortar and pestle. The ground contents were transferred
into a tube and 4 ml of hot 2%CTAB was added and shaken to obtain a homogenous,
viscous suspension. This suspension was incubated at 65oC for 1 hour. This was
followed by the addition of equal volume of chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (24:1) and
rotated at room temperature (RT) for 20 minutes followed by centrifuging for 30
minutes. The upper phase was transferred and 0.1 volume of hot 10%CTAB added
and mixed gently. Then equal volume of chloroform: isoamyl alcohol (24:1) was
added and extracted at RT for 20 minutes by rotation and centrifuged at RT for
30 minutes. The upper phase was separated and equal volume of 1% CTAB added.
The DNA was precipitated by inverting the tube gently several times (precipitation
should be visible). The DNA was pelleted by centrifuging at RT. The pellet was
resuspended in hot high salt TE and 2.5 volumes of ice-cold 96%ethanol added
and mixed carefully. The DNA was then pelleted and washed in 70% cold ethanol
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and centrifuged. The DNA pellet was dried in a vacuum exicator and dissolved in
0.1x TE.
Reference-based mapping and variant calling
A pipeline similar to (Engel et al., 2020; Grum-Grzhimaylo et al., 2021) was used, with
slight modifications. Raw FASTQ files were trimmed and filtered by TRIMMOMATIC
(v 0.27, LEADING:3, TRAILING:3, SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15, MINLENGTH:70, (Bolger
et al., 2014)). The resulting trimmed reads were aligned using bwa mem (v 0-715, default parameters, Li 2013) using the Aspergillus nidulans FGSC A4 genome
assembly (GFC_000149205.2_ASM14920v2_genomic.fna). Reads with mapping
quality lower than 20 were filtered using samtools (v 0.1.19, (Li & Durbin, 2009)).
We then removed duplicates using picard tools (v.1.109, MarkDuplicates, http://
picard.sourceforge.net) and performed realignment around indels with GATK (v
.3.7-0, (McKenna et al., 2010)).
The resulting BAM files were combined in mpileup format (samtools, mpileup,
default parameters, v 0.1.19, (Li & Durbin, 2009)) after which SNPs and indels were
separately called using varscan (v 2.3.9, using mpileup2snps and mpileup2indel
resp., --output-vcf 1, --min-var-freq 0.05 (Koboldt et al., 2009)) for which we only
kept those variants that differed between the samples (i.e, not between all the
samples and the reference) and was subsequently annotated using SNPeff (v4.3,
(Cingolani et al., 2012)) using GCF_000149205.2_ASM14920v2_genomic.gff as
gene model input. The resulting vcf files were inspected for genetic differences
between any pairwise comparison between the ancestor and any evolved strain,
using vcfR (v 1.8.0, (Knaus & Grünwald, 2017)), for which we used a minimum allele
frequency difference of 0.9 and a minimum coverage of 10 to filter SNPs and
indels. Every resulting variant was then visually inspected in all samples using IGV
(v 2.4.14, (Robinson et al., 2011)).
For larger structural variation (including large indels) we used unfiltered BAM
files and filtered out all reads with soft and hard clipped reads, as well as indel
and deletion calls. Furthermore, we filtered on flags 67, 131, 115, 179, 81, 161, 97,
145, 65, 129, 113 and 177 which potentially indicate large indels or deletions or
chromosomal rearrangements. We then quantified coverage of all these reads in
100 bp windows using TIDDIT (v 2.2.6 (Eisfeldt et al., 2017)). The resulting coverage
distribution was divided to the total coverage of the initial BAM files which
therefore yielded the frequencies of ‘alternate call’ mapped reads to those with
‘normal’ mapping. These frequencies were then compared between all pairwise
samples, ordered upon frequency and visually inspected using IGV without any a
priori cutoffs.
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Expected number of genes with parallel mutations
To predict the number of genes that would be expected to be mutated in parallel
in the absence of natural selection, from a sample size equal to our observed data,
we simulated 104 random mutations to the Aspergillus genome. The genes affected
were randomly selected, weighted according to length, and 1000 permutations
were performed.
Strength of selection of parallel and private mutations
To determine the strength of selection, we first calculated the expected ratio of
non-synonymous to synonymous mutations (N/S) while considering mutational
bias. Based on our empirical mutation spectrum, with transitions being twice as
likely as transversions, we performed 10,000 simulated mutations, and recovered
an expected N/S ratio of 2.82. Then, we calculated the observed N/S ratio for
three sets: (i) all mutations, (ii) mutations in genes not found in parallel, and (iii)
mutations in genes found in parallel. This observed N/S ratio was then divided by
the expected N/S ratio to give the dN/dS. Note that this calculation has a different
basis than the dN/dS commonly used in population genetics.
Test for sexual crossing
Plates (90 mm) with minimal crossing agar media (For 1000 ml, add 1.0g of NaNO3,
1.5g of KH2PO4, 0.5g of MgSO4.7H2O, 0.5 g of KCl, 20g of glucose, 1 mg of FeSO4,
ZnSO4, MnCl2, and CuSO4. Adjust pH to 5.8 with 1 M NaOH) supplemented with urea
(5 mM) were inoculated in the middle with a 5 µl droplet of conidial suspension
containing abundant conidia (~ 106 – 107 conidia/ml). Three replicate plates were
prepared for each tested isolate. Plates were incubated for three days at 37°C,
after which the plates were sealed with a double layer of parafilm. Plates were
then incubated again at 37° for another 18 days before analysis. To determine
whether the isolates could successfully form fruiting bodies, a qualitative visual
check was performed. This was done under a dissecting microscope with 10x-50x
magnification and a micro lancet dissection needle to remove overgrowing
mycelium and conidia.
Test for mycelial fusion
To test whether the soft homologue is involved in fusion we selected evolved
types that had a mutation in this gene. Two of the selected types had the cnx
marker and two had the nia marker. The isolates were tested in a complementation
test setup for which fusion is required. Conidia of a nia isolate were co-inoculated
with conidia of a cnx isolate by putting a 5 ul droplet of mixed conidia suspension
(containing 2X106 conidia /ml) on a plate with minimal medium with nitrate as
a source of nitrogen. As a control the isolates were also inoculated individually
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on minimal medium to confirm the predicted (lack of) growth. The plates were
incubated at 37°C.

Results
Summary of mutations
In total, we sequenced 44 clones (evolved morphs) from all 12 populations at
two-time points of the evolution experiment, week 10 (early) and week 52 (final).
The 44 evolved clones were categorized based on their colony phenotype into
ancestor-like (AL), fluffy-like (FL) and undetermined (U) type. We sequenced 22
early time-point clones (10 AL, 10 FL, 2 U) and 20 final time-point clones (8 AL, 8
FL, 4 U). We found a transition to transversion ratio of 1.08 across our populations.
Synonymous mutations and premature stop codons made up 20% each of the
observed SNP’s and missense mutations contributed 59%, while 12% were
indels. We found a single 5 kb insertion in an intergenic region and the rest of the
indels were <3-4 base pair changes (figure 5.1). The details of the distribution of
the mutations at week 52 among the different populations and their predicted
function is given in table 5.1.

Figure 5.1: Frequency of mutation types per morphotype at two time-points. The non-synonymous
mutations are divided into missense and nonsense types. Indels are <4 bp changes and large ins/del
are > 1kbp insertions and deletions. The values are number of mutations of each type averaged per
morphotype. AL= ancestor-like (n=10 at week 10 and 8 at week 52), FL= fluffy-like (n= 10 at week 10
and 8 at week 52) and UD= undetermined (n= 2 at week 10 and 4 at week 52).

Parallelism and positive selection
Next, we tested the role of natural selection in our experiment by comparing the
rates of nonsynonymous to synonymous substitutions in all the sequenced clones
from both time points. We found a total of 43 non-synonymous and 11 synonymous
substitutions when combining the results of both time-points, resulting in an N/S
ratio of 3.91. The expected N/S ratio is 2.82 after correcting for the potential
number of nonsynonymous and synonymous mutations and transition/transversion
bias in the absence of selection, resulting in a genome-wide dN/dS value of 1.38.
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This observed dN/dS is not significantly different from the expected dN/dS of 1 in
the absence of selection using the Clopper-Pearson binomial test (p=0.361). We
split the non-synonymous and synonymous substitutions for the two time-points:
at week 10 we found 15 non-synonymous and 3 synonymous substitutions and
at week 52, 30 non-synonymous and 8 synonymous substitutions. The dN/dS for
the two time-points are 1.77 and 1.32 respectively. These are not significantly
different from the genome-wide dN/dS value.
We then looked separately at the dN/dS ratio for genes that had been hit by
mutations in only a single population versus genes hit by mutations in multiple
populations. For the first class, we found 15 non-synonymous and 10 synonymous
mutations resulting in an average dN/dS of 0.46, which is not significantly different
from dN/dS=1 in the absence of selection (p=0.178, figure 5.2A). However, looking
at genes that were mutated in more than one population, we found 29 nonsynonymous and 1 synonymous mutation resulting in a dN/dS value of 10.28,
which was significantly different from neutral expectations (p=0.003, figure 5.2A).
In addition, we simulated the probability of multiple genes being affected by
104 (sample size equal to our observed total mutation number) randomly placed
mutations across all samples (figure 5.2B). This revealed that the eight genes with
parallel mutations in our experimental data was higher than found in simulations,
where 1,000 independent runs never had more than five genes with parallel
mutations. Therefore, we conclude that the genes which were mutated twice or
more in our evolution populations, are likely under positive selection.

Figure 5.2: Test of the role of natural selection. (A) dN/dS ratios inferred for all genes, genes with
a mutation in a single genotype and genes with mutations in multiple genotypes across the entire
dataset. (B) Probability of parallel mutations in actual data vs simulated data under the neutral
assumption that they occur randomly.
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Phylogenies of the morphotypes
To examine the evolutionary history of the morphs and to understand whether
the two types share a common genetic basis, we constructed phylograms for the
sequenced clones in which we highlight genes showing parallel substitutions
(figure 5.3). Both morphs were at least present at one time point in 11 of the
12 populations, with one population (N4) where they appear late and three
populations (Y2, N2 and N6) where they were present at week 10 and have been
lost by week 52. Of the remaining six populations, the early and late morphs are
monophyletic only in population (Y6), while in the other five either one or both
morphs at week 52 derive from the ancestor or other morphotype, indicating that
these morphotypes repeatedly evolve from different genetic backgrounds.
Parallelism and phenotype
From the phylogenies we can see that the morphotypes do not always share deep
divergence. To address whether the morphotypes have a shared genetic basis,
we first calculated the fraction of mutations shared among pairs of genotypes
with similar and different morphotype. Figure 5.4 shows the average fraction of
mutations shared within and between morphotypes at each time point. The FL
morphs from different populations at week 10 share on average 35% of their
mutations, while the AL morphs share only 21% of the mutations, while between
FL and AL morphs only 18% of the mutations are shared. At this early time
point, the fraction of mutations shared among FL morphs is significantly higher
than among AL morphs and between FL and AL morph (paired t-test, p<0.001),
indicating a partially shared genetic basis for the FL morphotype. The fraction of
mutations shared by AL morphs is not significantly higher than the fraction they
share with FL types (p=0.11), suggesting no specific common basis for AL initially.
Remarkably, after a year (week 52) the fraction of mutations shared between
FL morphs has dropped to 18% for and is significantly lower relative to week 10
(p<0.001). However, we see an increase in the fraction of shared mutations among
the AL morphs to 33% and a significant increase relative to week 10 (p<0.01) and
relative to mutations shared between AL and FL (25%). The fraction of mutations
shared by AL morphs is then even higher than that within FL types and between
FL and AL (p<0.001). However, the fraction of mutations shared by AL and FL and
AL combinations is not significantly different (p=0.18). These results suggest
early parallel adaptation followed by divergence of FL morphs and a later parallel
adaptation in AL morphs possibly in response to the FL morphs.
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Figure 5.4: Fraction of shared mutations within and between AL and FL types. Each bar represents
the average value across the populations and the error bars are SEM. * = significant (p<0.05, paired
t-test), ns = non-significant.

Genes under positive selection
We found eight genes that were mutated independently in at least two evolved
populations. Those are listed in table 5.1 with their predicted functions. None of
these mutation targets uniquely defines either of the two morphs, rather they
contribute to the evolution of AL and FL morphs in quantitatively different ways.
The early evolution of FL morphs at week 10 is particularly due to parallel mutations
in veA (Fisher’s exact p=0.0089). As the evolution experiment progressed, the AL
morphs evolved to share also mutations in veA, AN5849 and mutations in both
these genes are observed in a larger fraction of the morphotypes (figure 5.5).

Figure 5.5: Mutation frequencies in AL and FL type in genes affected in multiple clones (parallel)
versus in genes affected in a single clone (unique). Each block represents the average frequency of
mutations in a particular gene per morphotype. AL = ancestor-like, FL = fluffy-like.
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stop (N1)

Ortholog(s) have role in
conidiophore development,
hyphal growth, sporocarp
development involved
in sexual reproduction,
syncytium formation by
plasma membrane fusion

N. crassa (ham-5)

N. crassa (so)

AN2701

AN5776

frameshift (N1)

Ser841Gly (N1)

stop (Y3)

downstream (N1)

Gln412His (Y4)

Val805Glu (N1)

frameshift (Y4)

downstream (Y1)

Val805Ala (Y6)

Phe889Leu (Y5)

Phe795Leu (Y5)

Val805Gly (N3)
Thr835Pro (N4)

Asn405Lys (N1)

frameshift (Y2)
frameshift (N6)

stop (Y1)

Arg63Cys (Y4)
Ala129Pro (Y5)

stop (N6)

frameshift (N2)

stop (N5)
stop (Y3)

frameshift (N3)

Shared between Clones with
AL and FL within undetermined
a population
phenotype

Ala49Thr (N1)

Unique to FL

Table 5.1: Genes affected by parallel mutations. List of genes mutated independently at the final time-point in two or more populations with their predicted
function, ortholog gene names and mutation type in the different populations.

Ortholog(s) have role
in hypotonic response,
intracellular transport,
syncytium formation by
plasma membrane fusion
and cell septum, cytoplasmic
stress granule localization

frameshift (N4)

Has domain(s) with predicted
protein dimerization activity

AN1298

stop (Y6)

His400Pro (Y4)

Has domain(s) with predicted
DNA-binding transcription
factor activity, RNA
polymerase II-specific, zinc
ion binding activity, role in
regulation of transcription,
DNA-templated and nucleus
localization

Unique to AL

Mutations in clones from final time-point

AN5849

Predicted function

frameshift (Y6)

veA1

AN1052

Ortholog name

Protein involved in lightsensitive control of
differentiation and secondary
metabolism

Name

Gene
number
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Table 5.1: Continued.

Putative protein kinase

N. crassa (stk-22),
S. pombe (ssp1),
S. cerevisiae (SAK1)

AN5728

stk22/
sakA

Has domain(s) with predicted
oxidoreductase activity and
role in metabolic process

Predicted function

AN5850

Ortholog name

Ortholog(s) have fungaltype vacuole membrane
localization

Name

AN0890

Gene
number
Unique to AL

frameshift (Y6)

upstream (Y5)

Thr443Ile (N3)

Unique to FL

Trp622Arg (N5)

frameshift (N4)

frameshift (Y3)

Ser468Cys (Y5)

Pro485Arg (Y5)

Ser169Tyr (N5)

Shared between Clones with
AL and FL within undetermined
a population
phenotype

Mutations in clones from final time-point
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Role of common mutations in asexual sporulation, metabolic
interaction, sexual reproduction and hyphal fusion
Asexual sporulation
The most visible adaptation we observed was the reduction in sporulation of
the evolved populations. Although the populations had reduced asexual spore
production, we did not see significant differences in spore yield between the
AL and FL morphs isolated (Chapter 3). In the earlier observations, the isolated
clones were grouped based on differences in their colony morphology phenotype.
We now grouped the isolates based on their genotypes, to see the effect of the
genotype on spore yield. For this, we grouped the early time-point clones into four
categories, namely mutants of veA (Y1, Y2FL, Y5FL, N2FL, N5FL, N5AL and N6FL),
mutants of AN5849 (Y2AL, Y4FL, Y4AL, Y6AL, N1AL, N3AL), double mutants of
veA and AN5849 (Y6FL, N1FL, N3FL), and mutants having unique mutations (Y3AL,
N2AL, N4, N6AL). The comparisons between mutant and wild-type alleles at the
two loci did not yield any significant differences in spore yield between groups
(see figure 5.6A).
In Neurospora crassa, mutations in the genes soft and ham-5 are known to cause
a reduction in asexual spore yield (Bastiaans et al., 2016; Grum-Grzhimaylo et al.,
2021). We tested the role of mutations in orthologs of ham-5 and soft (AN2701
and AN5776, respectively) in asexual spore production in our A. nidulans isolates.
For this, we grouped the final time-point clones into two groups, one with clones
which had mutations in ham-5 and/or soft (Y1, Y2, Y4FL, Y4AL, N1FL and N6) and
the second group with all other mutations without mutations in ham-5 and soft.
However, this comparison did not yield a significant difference in average spore
yield between the groups either (figure 5.6B).
A

B

Figure 5.6: Association between genotype and total asexual spore yield. (A) Isolates grouped by the
presence of mutant alleles at veA and AN5849, and their combination at week 10. Each bar represents
the mean spore yield for each group and error bars are SEM. (B) Double mutants of AN2701 and AN5776
and all other mutants at week 52. Each bar represents the mean spore yield for each group and error
bars are SEM.
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Metabolic interaction
In chapter 4, we reported that FL mutants reduced the asexual spore yield of AL
mutants when they were grown on FL-conditioned medium. This reduction in
sporulation was rescued when the conditioned medium was supplemented with
nutrients, suggesting that resource competition explained the negative effect
of FL on AL’s spore production. veA is a known master regulator of secondary
metabolism in A. nidulans. Therefore, we tested the possible role of veA mutations
in metabolic interaction by grouping the genotypes from week 52 into two
groups: presence of mutations in veA (Y3FL, Y3AL, Y4FL, Y4AL, Y5FL, Y5AL, Y6FL,
N1AL, N3AL) and absence of mutations in veA (N4FL, N4AL, Y6AL, N1FL, N3FL).
Although morphotypes with mutations in veA had a stronger negative effect on
spore yield of their competitors, this effect was not significant (p>0.05, figure 5.7).
We therefore conclude that veA does not have a significant effect on resource
competition influencing spore yield.

Figure 5.7: Effect of mutations in veA on spore production of the contemporary other
morphotype from the final time-point. Each bar shows the average difference of total spore yield
on medium conditioned by the other type versus medium conditioned by the genotype itself (without
supplementation), which is given separately for medium conditioned by strains having the mutant veA
alleles versus those with the ancestral allele. Error bars are SEM.

Sexual reproduction
Previous work by Kim et al. (2002) had found that deletion of veA abrogates sexual
reproduction (i.e. cleistothecia formation). To test the effect of veA mutations
on sexual reproduction in our clones, we grouped the week-10 clones into two
categories: presence of mutations in veA (N1FL, N3FL, N3AL, N5FL, N5AL, Y5FL,
Y6FL) and absence of mutations in veA (Y0, N0, N1AL, Y5AL, Y6AL). We found
variable results for the effect of veA mutation on sexual spore yield (table 5.2),
with a trend towards reduced sexual reproduction in isolates with veA mutations,
but the effect is again not significant (Fisher’s exact test, p=0.221) suggesting that
mutations in veA do not abrogate sexual reproduction consistently in the ASEX
clones.
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Mutant
veA

Ancestral
veA

Isolate

Replicate 1

Replicate 2

Replicate 3

N1FL

-

-

-

N3FL

+/-

+/-

+/-

N3AL

+

+

+

N5FL

+

+

+

N5AL

+

+

+

Y5FL

-

+/-

+/-

Y6FL

-

-

-

Y0

+

+

+

N0

+

+

+

N1AL

+

+

+

Y5AL

+/-

+/-

+/-

Y6AL

+

+

+

Remarks
Very few FB <5% of control.
And FB are < 50% of control
diameter.

Very few FB <5% of control.
Only FB near inoculum.

Very few FB <5% of control.
Only FB near inoculum.

Table 5.2: Effect of mutations in veA on sexual sporulation in week-10 isolates. + fruiting, - no
fruiting, +/- severely reduced fruiting for genotypes with versus without mutations in veA. Mutant veA
are strains with mutations in veA and ancestral veA have the same sequence as the ancestor. Y0 and N0
are the ancestors. FB = fruiting bodies

Effect on mycelial fusion
Fusion between vegetative hyphae of a single colony is essential for intrahyphal communication and homeostasis and fusion between mycelia of different
individuals is important for heterokaryon formation, during sexual and para
sexual reproduction and non-self and self recognition (Pontecorvo, 1956; Read et
al., 2010; Rech et al., 2007). In N. crassa, the soft gene is required for vegetative
cell fusion and postfertilization events and fusion defeciency mutants benefit by
contributing less to the formation of mycelia, but are over represented during
asexual sporulation. (Fleißner et al., 2005; Grum-Grzhimaylo et al., 2021). To test
the effect on fusion of mutations in soft and ham-5, we inoculated the final timepoint clones with mutations in soft and ham-5, namely Y2AL (cnx), Y4FL (cnx), N1FL
(nia) and N6AL (nia) and the ancestral strains Y0 (cnx) and N0 (nia) with the wildtype
copy of the soft homologue, as described in materials and method. The minimal
medium contains nitrate as the only source of nitrogen which cannot be utilized by
cnx and nia mutants, so that they will not grow by themselves. If the strains have
wildtype fusion abilities and are of the same compatibility type, they will fuse to
form a heterokaryon, after which complementation for the cnx and nia mutations
occurs. As a result of complementation, the heterokaryon can utilize nitrate and
grow on the minimal medium. In total 9 cnx-nia combinations could be made with
these strains. All nine combinations were inoculated close to each other on a plate
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in a 3x3 grid, using three replicate plates. We found that the mutations in the soft
homologue is strongly limiting the ability of an isolate to form a heterokaryon
with another isolate that has a mutation in the soft homologue (middle and right
columns of the grid in figure 5.8B and C). When an isolate with a mutation in the
soft homologue is combined with the ancestor (left column of the grid in figure
5.8B and C) without the mutation, complementation occurs with a delay, indicating
a lower rate of fusion (figure 5.8).

Figure 5.8: Mycelial fusion test of evolved genotypes (N1FL, N6AL, Y2AL and Y4FL) from the final
time-point with mutations in the homologues of the soft and ham-5 of Neurospora. (A) Control plate
on which each of the strains used for the complementation test is inoculated separately on minimal
medium, showing absence of growth. (B) Complementation test after 6 days of incubation. Genotypes
affected by mutations in soft homologues (N1FL, N6AL, Y2AL and Y4FL) together show no growth, while
mutant soft homologues show very little growth in combination with a wild type (ancestor Y0 and N0).
Wild types for the soft homologue show full complementation indicating fusion. (C) Complementation
test after 16 days of incubation. Mutant soft homologues together still show no growth, but they now
show growth in combination with a wild type, indicating delayed or reduced fusion.

Discussion
The E. coli long-term evolution experiment (LTEE) (Lenski et al., 1991) inspired our
Aspergillus short-term evolution experiment (ASEX). The E. coli populations of the
LTEE experiment are evolving in an unstructured minimal-medium environment,
where 1% of each population is transferred daily to fresh medium. ASEX was
designed to understand the nature of adaptation of a filamentous fungus to growth
on structured minimal nutrient media, where A. nidulans was allowed to grow and
reproduce asexually for seven days before 1% of the asexual spores was transferred
to fresh medium. The serial transfer regime of the ASEX populations resembles a
seasonal environment, with a temporal difference in resource availability. Under
such conditions, fungi such as A. nidulans are likely to allocate resources to grow
to an optimal size and then invest in reproduction without further growth (bangbang strategy). The timing of this strategy depends on resource concentration and
utilization rate (Gilchrist et al., 2006). The mass collection and transfer of asexual
spores used in our transfer regime destroys population structure at every transfer,
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which limits the evolution of long-term positive social interactions and may select
for intra-somatic exploitation strategies resulting in changes in the level of
selection from between to within mycelia (Grum-Grzhimaylo et al., 2021).
The whole-genome sequencing of evolved clones from the ASEX populations
showed that the transition to transversion ratio is twice as high as expected and the
ratio of dN/dS across the genome was not significantly different from the neutral
expectation, suggesting an important role for genetic drift. However, we also
found that mutations in the genes that have been mutated parallelly in multiple
populations occurred more frequently than expected when mutations would
occur randomly (figure 5.2B), suggesting that they are under positive selection
(figure 5.2A). The LTEE populations instead show overall positive selection across
the genome as early as 500 generations (Tenaillon et al., 2016). About 98% of all
point mutations were contributed by the populations that evolved a hyper mutator
phenotype. In the LTEE populations that retained the wild-type mutation rate,
a ~17-fold increase in non-synonymous to synonymous mutations was observed
during first 500 generations. The non-synonymous to synonymous mutations
continued to accumulate at twice the rate of synonymous mutations in the later
generations. A similar trend was observed for intergenic substitutions, which
presumably alter binding sites for regulatory proteins, suggesting an adaptive role
also for intergenic mutations. When compared to mutation accumulation lines, all
major classes of mutations, including point mutations and indels, were adaptive
(Tenaillon et al., 2016).
We found at least two different morphs in our populations as early as week 10. One
of the clones had an ancestor-like, the other a fluffy-like colony morphology. These
two types persisted until the end of the experiment in seven of the 12 populations.
Two alternative evolutionary scenarios may explain this polymorphism: i) The
repeated rapid evolution of stable polymorphisms via mutations in shared or
different genes across populations, or ii) The repeated evolution of similar
morphotypes which are present only temporarily and regularly lost again via either
drift or selection. The reconstructed phylogenetic trees based on the sequenced
genotypes from week 10 and week 52 (figure 5.3), show only one example of a
“deep” divergence of both morphotypes (population Y6), consistent with a longterm stable polymorphism, but more often examples of the repeated evolution of
one or both morphotypes from unrelated genetic backgrounds (populations Y3,
Y4, Y5, N1, N3, N4 and N5), consistent with their frequent loss and re-evolution.
However, the temporary polymorphisms observed in several populations may
also result from incomplete sampling, due to either the absence of clearly distinct
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phenotypes or their presence at too low a frequency to be detected by our
sampling method.
In spite of the possibility of incomplete sampling, we see a degree of parallel
genomic evolution regarding both morphs, with FL morphs showing early parallel
adaptation followed by divergence as time progresses, suggesting that FL
phenotypes share a common genetic basis. In contrast, the AL morphs showed
more parallel adaptation at the later time-point, indicating a delayed adaptive
response, which was possibly triggered by the arrival of the FL morphs. The
significantly greater parallel evolution of AL relative to FL morphotypes after week
10 (figure 5.4) suggests that they at least follow different adaptive trajectories,
and not simply “catch up” with the FL types later. The emergence of FL morphs
has been reported in various species of Aspergillus grown under similar glucose
limiting conditions as in our study (Swift et al., 2000; Withers et al., 1994).
We would have expected, that the observed reduction in spore yield of the ASEX
populations was due to mutations in core genes involved in asexual sporulation,
such as brlA, abaA, and wetA (T. H. Adams et al., 1998; Martinelli & Clutterbuck, 1971;
Mooney & Yager, 1990; Park & Yu, 2012; J.-H. Yu, 2010). Alternatively, selection
could also have acted on other stages in the complex life cycle of A. nidulans, for
example via (i) Changes in the timing of initiating sporulation/development (Noble
et al., 2016), (ii) Changes in sensing environmental cues necessary for making
decisions to fine-tune investments in growth, colony maintenance (via recycling
of damaged mycelium) and reproduction (Heaton et al., 2016) and (iii) Changes
in secondary metabolism, known to play a role in fungal development and both
positive and negative social interactions (Bayram & Braus, 2012; Hibbing et al.,
2010; Keller, 2019).
In contrast to our expectation of mutations in genes involved in conidiation, we
see parallel mutations in eight genes, of which two, veA and AN5849, contribute
especially to parallelism (figure 5.5). Mutations in veA and AN5849 seem clearly
adaptive, since they appear in four populations at an early time-point, and likely
went to high frequency by the end of the experiment in five populations, as
we picked them up by sequencing random clones (see figure 5.2). An evolution
experiment studying adaptation to submerged cultivation in the ascomycete
Podospora anserina also found parallel mutations in veA along with proI homologs
of P. anserina (Kudryavtseva et al., 2019). Thus, suggesting filamentous fungi adapt
to laboratory environment by mutating veA.
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veA is a well characterized fungal transcription factor involved in light-dependent
regulation of sexual and asexual reproduction and secondary metabolism (Bayram
& Braus, 2012; Calvo, 2008). Deletion of veA in A. nidulans abrogates sexual
reproduction and increases asexual reproduction (Kim et al., 2002). We saw that
inactivation of veA has no significant effect on sexual reproduction (see table
5.2), and the reduction in asexual spore yield in our populations contradicts the
previously reported increase in asexual spore yield and loss of sexual reproduction
in the ΔveA strains (Kim et al., 2002). Kim et al., (2002) have measured these
phenotypes on rich medium, whereas our populations evolved and were tested
on low glucose minimal medium. Glucose concentration is known to both increase
(high concentration) and decrease (low concentration) conidiation in A. nidulans
(T. H. Adams et al., 1998; Han et al., 2003). In A. fumigatus and N. crassa, deletion
of the veA ortholog caused reduced conidiation when cultivated on medium
supplemented with standard glucose concentrations for the respective species
(Bayram et al., 2008; Krappmann et al., 2005). Orthologs of veA are also known
to be involved in cell wall integrity, cell surface hydrophobicity, hyphal polarity,
hyphal fragmentation and hyperbranching of hyphal tips (Calvo, 2008; Kato et al.,
2003; Park & Yu, 2016). In conclusion, mutations in veA are known to have an effect
on both somatic growth and reproduction, but that the sign and extent of these
changes varies across species and conditions.
Production of secondary metabolites and conidiation are tightly linked in many
ascomycetes (Bayram & Braus, 2012). Conidiation is also influenced by the ratio
of carbon to nitrogen (Han et al., 2003), as well as by the ratio of fatty acids called
oxylipins, and veA is known to regulate oxylipin and other secondary metabolite
biosynthesis (Calvo, 2008). Any imbalances in these pathways may affect both
asexual and sexual reproduction. Reduction in asexual spore yield, which was
the most visually evident parallel phenotypic change we found in all our evolved
populations, does not seem due to direct selection on genes involved in asexual
reproduction, but is more likely a negative pleiotropic effect of adaptive changes
in metabolism.
Of the remaining genes, orthologs of AN2701 and AN5776 are N. crassa ham-5 and
soft genes, respectively. Deletion of ham-5 and soft in N. crassa leads to highly
reduced hyphal fusion, reduced conidiation and reduced growth rate and a negative
frequency-dependent competitive benefit in mixtures with compatible wild-type
conidia (Bastiaans et al., 2016; Grum-Grzhimaylo et al., 2021). As the frequency
of the fusion-deficient mutant increases, it increases population structure, due to
excess fragmentation of the mycelium, which in turn shifts the level of selection
from within to between mycelial colonies (Aldabbous et al., 2010; Grum-Grzhimaylo
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et al., 2021). Possibly, our A. nidulans AN2701 and AN5776 mutants provide similar
frequency-dependent benefits under the ASEX conditions. The fusion tests (figure
5.8) indeed show that A. nidulans so and ham-5 homologues are also involved in
hyphal fusion.
To summarize, our A. nidulans populations adapted to growth on low glucose
minimal medium by targeting genes that bring about global changes in secondary
metabolism rather than genes that affect specific functions like growth or
conidiation. A possible explanation for this could be that in structured environments
like ours, competition occurs locally rather than globally, which limits selection
for increased resource competitive ability and faster growth (Habets et al., 2007).
Moreover, the transfer regime introduces seasonality to the environment, caused
by the weekly reduction of primary resources and accumulation of metabolic
by-products between transfers. Harvesting all the spores via shaking with saline
solution disrupts the population structure at every transfer, resulting in different
local competitors every week (Habets et al., 2006; Perfeito et al., 2008; Vasi et
al., 1994). In such environments, it may be more beneficial to produce specific
compounds to directly affect your neighbor’s success (Wloch-Salamon et al., 2008).
However, we did not find evidence for interference competition strategies in the
ASEX populations. Our data from the conditioned medium experiments in chapter
4 suggest that resource competition between FL and AL clones contributes to the
reduced sporulation in AL morphs.
Whereas our genomic analyses find clear evidence for a prominent role of selection
in the ASEX populations, as well as for a shared genetic basis and different
timing of adaptation of AL and FL types, they do not advance a full mechanistic
understanding of adaptation of either type. Detailed molecular and biochemical
work will be required to understand the physiological effects of mutations in
veA, AN5849, so and ham-5 on secondary metabolite profile, asexual and sexual
reproduction and mycelial fusion and their selective benefits. This requires the
construction of mutants with these mutations individually and in combinations in
the ancestral background, and analysis of their effect on fitness components and
on competitive fitness.
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This thesis describes the results of experiments on the causes and constraints
associated with adaptation in a simple multicellular modular organism, Aspergillus
nidulans, with a special focus on the role of trade-offs between somatic growth
and reproduction. Understanding fungal life-history strategies (investments in
and timing of growth, maintenance and reproduction) will give us insights into
how natural selection operates in these ubiquitous organisms with complex life
cycles. It also provides insights into mechanisms that promote fungal population
establishment, persistence, extinction, and diversification (Pringle & Taylor, 2002).
I begin this chapter by briefly describing modular organisms, the evolutionary
significance of within-individual variation, units of selection, and fungal life-history
strategies. Then, I discuss the role of trade-offs between growth and reproduction
that may result from local adaptation, and possible short-term adaptive constraints
from such trade-offs under controlled environmental conditions. Subsequently, I
discuss the phenotypic and genomic basis of adaptation of a laboratory strain of
A. nidulans during a year of adaptation to growth and reproduction on solid media
with limiting nutrients. I conclude with an outlook.
Modular organisms, individuality, and units of selection
Modular organisms have no distinct germline and are theoretically immortal.
They are composed of autonomous, repetitive, totipotent, multicellular parts
of a structural individual (Vuorisalo & Tuomi, 1986). A structural individual can
be defined as a self-maintaining unit that interacts as a unified whole with its
environment and can maintain itself and reproduce (Vuorisalo & Tuomi, 1986). In
modular organisms, heritable somatic variation can be propagated by asexual and
sexual means. Within and between-individual variation may thus both have direct
evolutionary significance (Tuomi & Vuorisalo, 1989b, 1989a; Vuorisalo & Tuomi,
1986; L. Yu et al., 2020).
Within-individual variation can arise by genetic changes such as somatic mutations,
mitotic recombination, and genome duplications. Variation can also be generated
by the fusion or aggregation of genetically distinct individuals, for example, during
heterokaryon formation in a fungal mycelium (Pineda-Krch & Lehtilä, 2004) and the
formation of multicellular aggregate in cellular slime molds (Sathe & Nanjundiah,
2018). Within-individual variation may benefit the individual because synergistic
interactions between genetic variants potentially have beneficial consequences
(Pineda-Krch & Lehtilä, 2004). However, within-individual variation may also be
harmful, when a particular variant has a benefit within the individual but provides
a disadvantage at the individual level, leading to a conflict between levels of
selection.
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In modular organisms, each module is totipotent, and within-individual heritable
variation has direct evolutionary consequences, as it may be transmitted to the
next generation. This property has been exploited to study the different levels at
which selection can act. For example, multi-level selection has been tested in the
colonial seagrass Zostera marina where the difference in the levels of selection
between inter and intra individual variation has been quantified (L. Yu et al., 2020);
in Neurospora tetrasperma where the switch in the level of selection between the
nuclei in a homokaryon and a heterokaryotic mycelium has been investigated
(Meunier et al., 2018) and in N. crassa, the change in the level of selection from
within to between mycelia has been observed (Bastiaans et al., 2016; GrumGrzhimaylo et al., 2021).
Within-individual variation threatens the integrity of an individual due to negative
consequences of within-individual competition, for example during cancerous
growth and cell parasitism. Within-individual competition has been observed
in organisms with aggregative multicellularity, like cellular slime molds and
myxobacteria (Strassmann et al., 2000; Velicer et al., 2000). Here, during starvation
formerly independent cells come together to form a multicellular structure, and
only a fraction of the aggregated cells forms the reproductive structure, and the
rest form the non-reproductive stalk in cellular slime molds or are autolyzed in
myxobacteria. In both Myxococcus xanthus and Dictyostelium discoideum, when
genetically different lineages develop together, some lineages do not contribute
their fair share to the non-reproductive tissue and are over-represented in the
reproductive tissue (Strassmann et al., 2000; Velicer et al., 2000). However, in
heterogeneous groups of cellular slime molds, within-individual competition
is reduced by trade-offs between different fitness components, like growth
and sporulation (Sathe & Nanjundiah, 2018) and between aggregating and nonaggregating cells (Dubravcic et al., 2014; Tarnita et al., 2015; Wolf et al., 2015).
Within-individual variation in filamentous fungi can arise due to somatic mutation
and fusion between genetically different mycelia. In filamentous fungi, the nuclei
are units that can cooperate and compete. Competition between genetically
different nuclei can occur in their replication rates and transmission into asexual
spores (Meunier et al., 2018). Genotypes that have the potential to threaten the
integrity of the individual can be maintained in a negative frequency-dependent
manner, and as their frequency increases, they can change the level of selection
from within mycelia to between mycelia. For example, in N. crassa, as the frequency
of the cheater mutants increase, they cause fragmentation of the mycelium and
increasing population structure changing the level of selection from within to
between mycelia (Bastiaans et al., 2016; Grum-Grzhimaylo et al., 2021).
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Trade-offs in fungal life-history traits
In A. nidulans, asexual reproduction can be induced only after a period of
vegetative growth (Axelrod, 1972; Noble & Andrianopoulos, 2013). Fungal growth
can be quantified by the radial colony growth rate (mycelial growth rate, MGR) or
increase in fungal biomass. When using MGR as a proxy for fitness, it is essential to
keep in mind that MGR typically is inversely related to the nutrient richness of the
environment; fungal biomass on the other hand increases with nutrient richness.
In nutrient-rich environments, a fungal mycelium is typically dense, compact, and
highly branched for nutrient exploitation. In contrast, the mycelium is widespread,
thin, and less branched for effective nutrient exploration in nutrient-poor
environments (Ritz, 1995; Whiteway & Bachewich, 2005). Fungi can use different
strategies to outcompete their competitors, such as via faster growth and
monopolization of a larger fraction of resources, or alternatively, by producing a
larger number of offspring (higher spore yield) and outcompete the one with fewer
offspring (Heaton et al., 2016). In the absence of genetic constraints or covariances
between these traits (MGR and asexual sporulation), both can be independent
candidates for adaptation (Gifford & Schoustra, 2013). However, rapid growth
and sporulation may conflict because resources are limited, and energy spent on
one trait may not be available for the other (Heaton et al., 2016; van Noordwijk
& de Jong, 1986). The timing of reproduction is predicted to reflect life-history
optimization in a given environment. For example, small patches of short-lived
resources (e.g., dung or rotting fruit) or intense competition is predicted to reduce
the timing of sporulation initiation, whereas long-lived resources (e.g., a fallen
tree) are likely to favor multiple reproductive events (Gilchrist et al., 2006; Heaton
et al., 2016). Table 1.1 in chapter 1 summarizes the various life-history strategies a
fungus can employ under different environmental conditions.
The designs of the two evolution experiments described in this thesis have one
thing in common; namely, both experiments made use of a structured synthetic
minimal medium as the evolution environment. The main differences between
them are that in chapter 2, the standard carbon concentration of 1% glucose was
used, and the populations grew from a single point of inoculation as a radial colony
on agar surface in a Petri dish. At the time of transfer of spores harvested from the
entire colony, the colony had not completely occupied the agar surface, and there
was room for more growth, i.e., the resource patch was not entirely exhausted.
Under these conditions, one might expect the fungus to produce a dense, highly
branched mycelium for effective resource exploitation. Since the resource patch
is not fully exhausted and in the absence of competition, the timing of sporulation
is likely delayed. In contrast, the “A. nidulans Short-term Evolution eXperiment”
(ASEX) populations (chapter 3) evolved under 10X reduced carbon supply (0.1%
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glucose), and colonies developed from a relatively high density of spores spread
on the agar surface.
In chapter 2, we tested for the existence of a trade-off between MGR and asexual
spore production in natural isolates of A. nidulans. First, we tested for such a tradeoff among 15 natural isolates in four laboratory environments. An observed tradeoff may reflect adaptive specialization due to local adaptation. We did not see any
correlation between the two traits measured within each of the four-environments
tested. However, we did see a positive correlation between both traits and the
nutrient richness of the growth media.
After a short laboratory evolution experiment with a subset of the natural isolates
in one of the four environments, we found a consistent antagonistic relationship
between MGR and asexual spore yield since five of the six strains tended to
improve their growth rate at the expense of spore yield, while one of the six strains
improved its spore yield at the expense of MGR. The negative correlation between
MGR and spore density approached significance, but not with spore yield, among
independently evolved populations. The negative correlation between the MGR
and asexual sporulation (spore density) was significant for only one strain. When
wild isolates adapt to a laboratory environment, they may shut off the production
of energetically expensive extracellular enzymes (Zheng et al., 2020). Turning
off unnecessary cellular functions may explain why our strains tended to evolve
higher MGR.
The protocol of the selection experiment involved washing off spores from the
surface of the colony. Thus, spore yield could be improved by increasing the
density of spores on the colony’s surface without increasing mycelial growth
area. In that case, we would not observe any correlation between the two traits.
Alternatively, spore yield may be enhanced by increasing the mycelial surface area
for sporulation, in which case we would observe a positive correlation between the
traits. However, we observed a negative correlation between spore density and
MGR, suggesting that mutations causing increased spore yield were not accessible
to evolution (Schoustra & Punzalan, 2012). If the fungi adapted by changing the
timing of sporulation, then delayed sporulation may be interpreted as reduced
sporulation if spore yield was quantified before the completion of sporulation.
Most of the natural isolates we examined evolving in the laboratory were investing
more in exploration (i.e., they increased in growth rate) rather than exploitation
(increase in spore yield) life-history strategies, with the exception of one isolate
that improved spore yield at the cost of growth suggesting that the optimal MGR
is lower under natural conditions.
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Chan et al., (2020) tested the role of patch size and nutrient richness on the timing
of reproduction in the lab isolate of the ascomycete fungus Phacidium lacerum. They
found that patches with high nutrition supported earlier reproduction than low
nutrient patches. Larger patches also supported early reproduction irrespectively
of nutrient richness. In comparison, smaller patches supported a bang-bang lifehistory strategy (ref. table 1.1), where the colony first invested resources in the
growth and invested resources into reproduction only when growth became
limited due to lack of space. They concluded that initiating reproduction depends
on the colony’s ability to sense its internal nutrient reserve and available external
space for growth. However, they also found a negative correlation between growth
and spore yield in all conditions tested, suggesting that the timing of reproduction
initiation depends on patch size and nutrient richness and the correlation between
growth and spore yield is fundamental to the organism’s biology (Chan et al., 2020).
In contrast, when a lab isolate of basidiomycete fungus Coprinus cinereus was
grown on resource patches of varying sizes and richness, a positive correlation
was observed between growth measured as biomass and spore yield on all patch
sizes studied. However, when they normalized the growth and spore yield to the
richness of the patch, they found that growth and spore yield were negatively
correlated only on larger patches with low richness, indicating that increased
resource allocation to mycelium came at a cost to reproduction (Schmit, 2002). A
different study found no correlation between growth rate and yield among the
natural isolates of the ascomycete fungus, N. crassa, when cultivated in rich and
poor nutrient environments (Anderson et al., 2019). They further experimentally
evolved the natural isolates for either growth or spore yield improvements,
measured the effect of selection on the non-selected trait, and found that growth
and reproduction were not correlated (Anderson et al., 2019). These conflicting
results from various studies suggest that variation in life-history strategies and
the appearance of a trade-off between growth and reproduction depends on the
species’ biology and environmental conditions.
In contrast to chapter 2, the ASEX populations (chapter 3) evolved under 10X
reduced carbon supply (0.1% glucose), and colonies developed from a relatively
high density of spores spread on the agar surface. The fungus completely covered
the agar’s surface within 48 hours, so the resource patch was likely exhausted
when spores were transferred after seven days. The spreading of the spores on
the medium surface resulted in many starting individual colonies growing and
interacting in a limited space. In A. nidulans, fusion between conidia is infrequent
and not essential for colony establishment and thus colonies remain mostly
independent (Read et al., 2010). Due to factors such as limiting resources, crowding
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due to limited space, multiple starting colonies, and disruption of population
structure at every transfer, the fungus may evolve strategies to grow faster
and occupy the niche to exclude competitors. Alternatively, it may also exclude
competitors by engaging in interference competition via toxin production.
In the ASEX populations, we observed a reduction in asexual spore yield and
no systematic changes in MGR over evolutionary time. We found a statistically
non-significant positive correlation between MGR and spore yield across
independently evolved populations at the final time point. Thus, we found no
support for a trade-off between growth and reproduction across independently
evolved populations. In the long-term evolution experiment with the bacterium
Escherichia coli (LTEE) (Lenski et al., 1991), that inspired the ASEX experiment, a
positive, statistically non-significant, correlation was found between growth rate
and yield across independently evolved populations. This positive correlation
was attributed to the fact that the populations were initially ill-adapted to the
evolutionary environment. Therefore, the populations improved in both traits
as they evolved towards the hypothetical trade-off line (Novak et al., 2006). In
single celled organisms’ growth and reproduction are synonymous, however, in
multicellular organisms such as a filamentous fungus, reproduction can begin only
after a period of somatic growth, as somatic tissue is required for the development
of reproductive structures. Selection for improvements in growth might also
indirectly affect reproduction because of an increase in the somatic biomass
required for sporulation. Alternatively, improvements in reproduction can also be
achieved without increasing growth rate; for example, by increasing the density
of spores per surface area of the somatic tissue. Therefore, for a filamentous
fungus, finding trade-offs between adaptive changes in growth and reproduction
is complicated by these additional positive dependencies between somatic growth
and reproduction.
The parallel reduction in asexual sporulation in the ASEX populations suggests,
that reduced spore yield is adaptive in the evolution environment. However, we
currently do not understand the nature of this benefit. The spreading of the
spores on the agar medium surface produces many individual colonies growing
on a small resource patch. Such a condition is likely to cause competition for space
and resources. The role of a trade-off between growth and asexual sporulation
in the presence of competitors (both interspecific and intraspecific) was tested
in P. lacerum by Chan et al., (2019). The authors hypothesized that the presence
of competitors would result in early and increased allocation to reproduction;
however, they did not find a correlation between the timing of reproduction and
the presence of competitors. Interspecific competitors, but not an intraspecific
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competition with clonally related spores, reduced asexual sporulation (Chan et al.,
2019). Initially, the interaction between individual colonies in ASEX populations is
with genetically similar resembling intraspecific competition. As mutations arise
and spread during adaptation, multiple genotypes may coexist and competitively
interact resembling interspecific competition.
In both evolution experiments described in this thesis, the evolved populations
tended to reduce their asexual spore production. However, the changes in
MGR were different between the two experiments (chapters 2 and 3). The
natural isolates evolved to improve their MGR, whereas the ASEX populations
did not change in MGR. In theory, a larger mycelium provides a larger surface
for sporulation, and thus both traits should be positively correlated (Gifford &
Schoustra, 2013). However, the density of mycelium differs based on the growth
rate. Slower growth results in a dense, highly branched mycelium that may be
better at resource capture than faster-growing thin mycelium. MGR is measured
by point-inoculating the populations and averaging the growth over a four-day
growth period. The differences in how MGR responded to selection in the two
experiments are most likely caused by how the fungi were inoculated: either
growing from a single point inoculation (chapter 2) or from multiple positions
after spreading of spores (chapter 3). Using point-inoculation for measuring
MGR in ASEX populations may not have captured the contribution of growth to
adaptation in the ASEX environment since competition between colonies may be
a factor that influences MGR. Faster growth would help occupy a resource patch
faster, but may not provide enough biomass for sporulation. In support of this
idea, we find that spore density and MGR are negatively correlated (Chapter 2).
Ecological opportunities for adaptive trade-offs and divergence
Asexual populations evolving in an environment with one limiting resource will
adapt through selective sweeps of fitter clones in a sequential manner (Muller,
1932). However, this view of clonal replacements is complicated by clonal
interference and genetic hitch-hiking (Cvijović et al., 2018). Numerous studies
have reported the spontaneous evolution of stable polymorphisms of at least
two genotypes in initially clonal populations (Atwood et al., 1951; Bastiaans et al.,
2016; Elena & Lenski, 1997; Frenkel et al., 2015; Helling et al., 1987; Maddamsetti
et al., 2015; Morris et al., 2014; Rainey & Travisano, 1998; Rozen & Lenski, 2000;
P. E. Turner et al., 1996; Zhang et al., 2017). Adaptive radiation, a process where
descendants from a common ancestor rapidly diversify in a new environment by
adapting to diverse niches, is frequently observed, and has been attributed to
environmental heterogeneity (Gillespie et al., 2001; MacLean, 2005). Niches may
arise in nonstructured environments from temporal heterogeneity in a single
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resource (seasonal environment (Vasi et al., 1994)) or an excreted metabolite
(cross-feeding on a metabolizable metabolite). In structured environments, niches
are created also due to spatial heterogeneities, which allow adaptation by niche
specialization and frequency-dependent fitness trade-offs in alternate niches,
leading to stable polymorphisms (Rainey et al., 2000; Rainey & Travisano, 1998).
The competitive fitness of the ASEX populations did not systematically improve
compared to the ancestor. A possible explanation for this is that fitness interactions
may not be transitive during evolution. Non-transitive fitness interactions means
that in an evolutionary succession from an ancestor to an evolved type 1 and from
evolved type 1 to evolved type 2, the fitness of type 1 is larger than the fitness
of the ancestor, and fitness of type 2 is larger than that of type 1, but still the
fitness of type 2 may not be larger than the fitness of the ancestor. Two tested
ASEX populations indeed exhibited non-transitive fitness interactions, which
we attributed to the evolution of polymorphisms of multiple genotypes with
frequency-dependent fitness interactions. Indeed, we found at least two different
morphotypes, named fluffy-like (FL) and ancestor-like (AL), as early as week 20
in all the populations. In seven populations, they were present until the end of
the experiment. Apart from the difference in their colony morphology, the two
morphs did not consistently differ in the fitness components tested, namely MGR
or spore yield.
In chapter 4 we began by conducting competitions with the two morphotypes
at low and high initial frequencies from the final time point, and observed that
the FL types from the final time point had an advantage over contemporary AL
types when they were introduced at 10% in the population. The relative fitness of
FL types was lower at -90% (hence supporting negative frequency dependence),
but unexpectedly, they did not experience a fitness disadvantage relative to AL
types at this frequency. Two possible explanations for this observation are: (i) The
equilibrium frequency of FL is even higher than 90%, or (ii) The fitness of the two
dominant types used for the competitions is dependent on interactions with yet
other genotypes present in the population (Maddamsetti et al., 2015). We could
exclude the first explanation, because the grand mean frequency at the final time
point of FL types was ~50%, which is well within the range of tested frequencies
of FL types in the competitions. Hence, we hypothesized that the competition
environment failed to recapitulate the relevant evolutionary environment, and
additional genotypes present in the evolving populations affect the fitness of FL
and/or AL types and contribute to the observed AL/FL polymorphism.
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We explored the possible mechanism involved in maintaining the observed
morphological diversity in the populations, by testing the possible role of
metabolites and toxins in causing the frequency-dependent fitness interactions.
We tested both negative (interference competition) and positive (cross-feeding)
metabolic interactions, using conditioned media. We found that the AL morphotype
produced fewer spores when cultured on its contemporary FL- conditioned
medium compared to its own conditioned medium. In contrast, FL produces
relatively more spores on medium conditioned by AL. After supplementation of
FL-conditioned medium with the original amount of nutrients, AL’s spore yield
reduction was reversed. From these experiments, we concluded that FL and AL
do not engage in interference competition, but FL is likely a superior resource
competitor relative to AL. The depletion of usable nutrients in un-supplemented
FL spent medium thus seemed responsible for the lower spore yield of AL, and
the higher reproduction of FL on AL-conditioned medium could be due to lower
depletion of useable nutrients by AL.
Rozen and Lenski (2000) found two stably coexisting morphs engaged in a
negatively frequency-dependent interaction in one of the LTEE population. One
of the morphs influenced the survival of the other morph by removing essential
nutrients in the medium and grew better on the conditioned medium than on
fresh medium. Complex mechanisms involving trade-offs between resource
competition and death rates in the stationary phase, combined with cannibalism,
helped maintain this bacterial diversity (Rozen et al., 2009; Rozen & Lenski, 2000).
In N. crassa, the fluffy-like mutants were deficient in somatic fusion and gained
an advantage at a low frequency when there was a high probability of wild-type
mycelia fusing with them. Under such conditions, fluffy-like mutants were more
likely to be over-represented in spores (Grum-Grzhimaylo et al., 2021). In addition
to resource competition, we consider it possible that FL and AL types in our
experiment also engage in intra-somatic interactions which may contribute to
their stable co-existence. We expect intra-somatic interaction may be important as
it is known to play a role in N. crassa during adaptation to a structured environment
(Bastiaans et al., 2016; Grum-Grzhimaylo et al., 2021). FL and AL types may also
engage in other physical interactions, such as FL type may produce more aerial
hyphae that may overgrow and hinder AL types’ sporulation. Table 6.1 summarizes
the main expectations and findings of this section.
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Natural isolates (Chapter 2)
Populations adapted as a single expanding individual with space for growth and high carbon
(compared to ASEX)
Expectation

Improvements in both growth and spore yield or in one of the traits

Findings

A slight improvement in growth and no effect on spore yield, but a decrease in spore density
ASEX populations (Chapter 3)

Populations adapted as multiple individuals growing in limited space and on low carbon
Expectation

Improvements in growth or spore yield via competitive interactions among
multiple individuals

Findings

No improvements in growth, reduced spore yield and parallel evolution of
stable polymorphisms involving resource competition

Table 6.1: Summarizes of the experimental design, expectations and the findings from the two
evolution experiments with A. nidulans described in this thesis.

Genomic basis of adaptation in ASEX populations
In Chapter 5, we explored the genomic basis of adaptation of the ASEX
populations by focusing on the role and targets of natural selection. We did this by
sequencing clones from both morphotypes, as well as clones with undetermined
morphotypes, from all 12 populations at two-time points, week 10 (early) and week
52 (final) of the evolution experiment. We tested the role of natural selection in
our experiment by comparing the rates of non-synonymous and synonymous
substitutions in all the sequenced clones from both time points. The average
per-genome ratio of dN/dS across our populations was not significantly different
from the neutral expectation of 1, suggesting that a substantial fraction of the
observed mutations across the genome were non-adaptive. However, we found
that genes mutated in two or more populations occurred more frequently than
expected by chance, which suggested that they were under positive selection and
furthermore, for those genes the dN/dS ratio was larger than 1. For comparison,
the LTEE populations showed a clear positive selection across the genome as early
as 500 generations, which continued to 50,000 generations (the final time point
analyzed), implying that most non-synonymous mutations were adaptive even
after 50,000 generations in a constant environment (Tenaillon et al., 2016).
In seven of the 12 ASEX populations, the two morph types persisted until the
end of the experiment. In only one population, these morphotypes showed deep
divergence, where the morphotypes isolated at week 10 have persisted and
evolved as separate clades until the end of the experiment (figure 5.3. chapter
5). However, more frequently we saw the repeated evolution of the morphs from
earlier genotypes with a different colony morphology, suggesting their frequent
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extinction and re-evolution from different genotypes. The finding of temporary
polymorphisms could also be due to incomplete sampling, caused by the absence
of clearly distinct phenotypes at the time of sampling. Despite frequent reevolution of the morphotypes, we saw significant parallel genomic evolution
among isolates from different populations belonging to the same morphotype,
which suggests a common genetic basis. The FL morphs showed early parallel
adaptation followed by divergence as time progressed. AL morphs, in contrast,
showed parallel adaptation at the later time-point, indicating a delayed adaptive
response after the arrival of the FL morphs.
For comparison, the bacterial L and S morphs that evolved in population Ara2 of the LTEE experiment (Rozen & Lenski, 2000) have been stably coexisting by
adaptive specialization to their respective niches in each other’s presence (Le Gac
et al., 2012). Genomic analysis showed that S morphs arose from a single ancestral
S clone, whereas most of the L morphs were monophyletic and some belonged to
a third clade, and there was continuous adaptive evolution of the two types (Rozen
et al., 2005).
Of the eight parallel mutated genes in our populations, veA and orthologs of
AN2701 and AN5776 are well characterized in A. nidulans and N. crassa, respectively.
veA is a fungal transcription factor involved in the light-dependent regulation of
sexual and asexual reproduction and secondary metabolism by acting as a scaffold
for interaction with many proteins involved in secondary metabolism (Bayram &
Braus, 2012; Calvo, 2008). The veA-inactivating mutations of the ASEX clones did
not change the asexual spore yield compared to clones without veA mutations
and showed variation in their ability to form sexual spores (see Table 5.2, Chapter
5). Previous work has shown that deletion of veA in A. nidulans abrogates sexual
reproduction and increases asexual reproduction (Kim et al., 2002). In the study
by Kim et al. (2002), the veA gene was inactivated by the insertion of a large DNA
fragment, and asexual sporulation was quantified on complete medium and
minimal medium with 1% lactose as single carbon source. However, the spore yield
of the ASEX clones has been quantified on minimal medium with 0.1% glucose
as single carbon source (the evolution environment), and the veA-inactivating
mutations are either point mutations or small indels. The differences in the growth
medium, the nature of veA mutations, and the presence of other gene mutations
in our study might be responsible for the differences in the observed results.
Reduction in asexual spore yield in all our evolved populations is more likely due
to negative pleiotropic effects of adaptive changes in metabolism. The deletion of
orthologs of veA in other filamentous fungi like A. fumigatus and N. crassa is known
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to reduce conidiation; these contrasting results suggest that the variable effects
of veA mutations on asexual sporulation are species-specific.
The orthologs of two other parallel mutated genes, AN2701 and AN5776, are the
well-characterized N. crassa ham-5 and soft genes, respectively. Deleting ham5 and soft in N. crassa leads to reduced hyphal fusion, reduced conidiation and
growth rate, and a negative frequency-dependent competitive benefit in mixtures
with compatible wild-type conidia (Bastiaans et al., 2016; Grum-Grzhimaylo et al.,
2021). The fusion tests of our populations (Chapter 5) showed that mutations in A.
nidulans AN2701 and AN5776 also reduce hyphal fusion. The role of reduced fusion
in a competitive (possibly frequency-dependent) benefit in our ASEX populations,
however, needs to be established and its mechanism further investigated.

Conclusion
Trade-offs between life-history traits, an important driving force in constraining
adaptation and maintaining diversity, have been empirically tested in plants,
animals and microbes, but relatively little in filamentous fungi (Bono et al., 2017;
Ferenci, 2016; Roff, 2000; Stearns, 1989). Fungi are ubiquitously distributed and
make up large fraction of the Earth’s biomass, and understanding their life-history
strategies will give us insights into how ecology affects the constraints among
various fitness components in these modular multicellular organisms.
We tested for trade-offs between mycelium growth rate and asexual spore
production in A. nidulans using natural isolates and evolved populations from labadapted strains. We tested for trade-offs using two approaches: by measuring
changes in the two traits over evolutionary time (for the lab-adapted strains,
chapter 3) and across independently evolved replicate populations (for both the
natural isolates and lab-evolved strains in chapter 2 and 3). In both cases, we found
no clear trade-offs between mycelial growth rate and asexual reproduction.
One other study that tested for a trade-off between growth and reproduction in
natural isolates of the filamentous fungus N. crassa, found no correlation between
mycelium growth and spore yield (Anderson et al., 2019). In contrast, in the
basidiomycete fungus C. cinereus, a trade-off between growth (measured in terms
of biomass increase) and fruiting body production was observed only in low resource
conditions (Schmit, 2002). In another study with a laboratory strain of A. nidulans, a
negative correlation was found between growth rate and spore density (Schoustra
& Punzalan, 2012). The varying results between the studies for different species
suggest that variation in life-history strategies and trade-offs among the fitness
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components involved, may be species specific. On the other hand, if the populations
are far from a fundamental trade-off line and their growth rate and spore yield are
very low when compared to what they can achieve when they reach the trade-off
line, then we may not observe a negative correlation (Novak et al., 2006).
In structured environments, in the absence of dispersal, mutants compete mostly
with their clone mates, which prevents differences in resource competitive ability
to be realized effectively. Adaptive genotypes (in the form of radially growing
colonies) can only realize their resource competitive superiority at the perimeter
of the colony where they compete against inferior genotypes. Along with spatial
structure, the ASEX populations also experienced disruption of population
structure during mass harvesting of spores before transfer. Such disturbances will
limit long-term social interactions between local neighboring genotypes, possibly
favoring interference competition strategies via the production of anti-competitor
toxins (Wloch-Salamon et al., 2008) or intra-somatic exploitation strategies that
change the level of selection from within to between mycelial colonies (GrumGrzhimaylo et al., 2021; Meunier et al., 2018).
While adapting to a simple, well-defined structured environment, the ASEX fungal
populations evolved unexpectedly parallel polymorphisms involving at least two
conspicuous morphotypes, between which there were frequency-dependent
fitness interactions. We saw that natural selection played a role during laboratory
evolution, albeit on specific genes and not across the whole genome. Out of the
eight parallel targets of selection, one, namely veA, is involved in fungal secondary
metabolism; and two others, namely so and ham-5, are involved in mycelial
fusion. We also found evidence for a shared genetic basis and different timing
of adaptation of AL and FL types. Nevertheless, we currently lack a mechanistic
understanding of the involvement of secondary metabolism and/or mycelial fusion
in adaptation of either morphotype.

Outlook
Fungi inhabit a wide range of ecological conditions and have an essential role
in ecology, medicine and agriculture. Therefore, understanding their adaptive
strategies, including possible constraints from how their fitness traits are
correlated, is highly valuable – particularly, because fungi are little used as model
systems in evolutionary studies. Generally, the fitness of fungi is inferred based on
measurements of a few convenient traits, such as MGR and spore yield, which are
thought to correlate with fitness, and choices made by the experimenter between
these traits are made based on knowledge of organismal biology (Pringle & Taylor,
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2002). However, our work and that of others (Anderson et al., 2019; Damialis et
al., 2015; Schmit, 2002) suggests that finding meaningful proxies of fitness might
be difficult for filamentous fungi, more so without a robust knowledge of fitness
components of a particular species. Ours and the studies mentioned above stress
the importance and challenges of understanding the causes and constraints of
adaptation of fungi to varying environmental conditions. Nevertheless, laboratory
evolution experiments under controlled conditions, like the ones reported in this
thesis, are a valuable tool to advance this understanding.
Fungal secondary metabolites have a widespread application in human health and
nutrition, such as antibiotics like penicillin and toxins like aflatoxin, as well as in
plant physiology and health, such as virulence factors produced during infection
(Keller, 2019; Macheleidt et al., 2016; Martin & Gutierrez, 1992). Our finding that
A. nidulans repeatedly adapts to a simple laboratory environment via mutations
affecting veA, a master positive regulator of secondary metabolism and somatic
fusion, suggests an important role for these during adaptation to growth in a
minimal carbon environment.
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Life-history theory tries to explain and understand how evolution shapes an
organism’s reproductive success, driven in part by trade-offs among life-history
traits. A central concept that has been used to explain trade-offs is the differential
allocation of limited resources to different fitness-related traits, such as the timing
and extent of reproduction and longevity.
What is an optimal life-history strategy for a filamentous fungus? Theory predicts
that the life-history strategy that a filamentous fungus employs depends on the
quality and quantity of available resources and external cause of mortality for
example, the presence of competitors. A fungal colony growing on rich, short-lived
resources, such as dung or decaying fruit, may first only invest in somatic growth
and then switch to reproduction (iteroparous reproduction). Alternatively, when
growing on long-lived resources that are harder to break down, like dead tree
trunks, growth may be slower and continues after the onset of reproduction, and
reproduction is generally a recurring event (semelparous reproduction).
In this thesis, I used the filamentous ascomycete fungus Aspergillus nidulans to test
the role of trade-offs between somatic growth and asexual reproduction during
adaptation to a new environment. The life cycle of A. nidulans starts with the
germination of a haploid spore, which grows into a multicellular mycelial network
that upon internal and external stimuli produces asexual, and later also sexual,
spores.
The A. nidulans strains that I used have two different origins. In one set of
experiments, I used a collection of natural isolates to test for a trade-off between
growth and asexual reproduction during adaptation to their natural environment.
I then used a subset of the isolates to test for trade-offs between growth and
asexual reproduction during short-term laboratory evolution. In the second set
of experiments, I used a laboratory strain of A. nidulans in a one-year evolution
experiment to examine adaptive constrains more generally, including the role of
trade-offs between growth and asexual reproduction.
In chapter 2, I tested the role of trade-offs between growth rate and asexual
reproduction in two ways. First, I measured the mycelium growth rate (MGR) and
asexual spore yield of fifteen natural isolates of A. nidulans in four laboratory
environments. A trade-off here would reflect adaptive constraints during
evolution in their natural environment. However, no significant correlation
between MGR and asexual spore yield was observed. Instead, there was a clear
dependence of the two traits on sugar concentration and nutrient richness. I then
selected six isolates for a short evolution experiment in one environment where
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the natural isolates showed the most variation in MGR and spore yield. Among
the independently evolved replicate populations, a negative correlation between
growth rate and spore density was observed that approached significance, but not
between growth rate and spore yield. Next, I tested whether changes in both traits
were dependent on their initial value. I saw five strains with low MGR improved
and one strain with highest MGR declined. All changes occurred in an antagonistic
fashion: increases in one (mostly MGR) were associated with decreases in spore
yield/density, and vice versa.
In chapters 3 to 5, I examined the scope and mechanisms of adaptation of A.
nidulans in a simple laboratory environment, including the role of trade-offs
between growth rate and asexual reproduction. For this, 12 populations were
initiated from a single strain and propagated for one year via weekly transfer of
asexual spores to fresh minimal glucose medium, dubbed Aspergillus Short-term
Evolution eXperiment (ASEX).
Although 1% of asexual spores were transferred every week for a year, in chapter 3,
I surprisingly found a consistent statistically significant reduction in asexual spore
yield in all populations over time. When I tested the role of trade-offs between
growth rate and reproduction over evolutionary time, I found no correlation
between changes in MGR and spore yield. Even more surprisingly, the competitive
fitness of the evolved populations relative to their ancestor had not consistently
improved compared either. However, fitness measurements for two populations
using more recent predecessors as competitors suggested that non-transitive
fitness interactions explained the lack of fitness increases relative to the ancestor.
Upon closer inspection, all populations had evolved morphological polymorphism
as early as week 20. The two morphotypes, named ancestor-like (AL) and fluffy-like
(FL), did not show consistent differences in MGR and spore yield.
In chapter 4, I explored possible mechanisms responsible for the maintenance of
the two morphotypes. I did competition experiments between the two types in
head-to-head competitions at low and high frequencies. The competition results
showed that the two types were engaged in negative frequency-dependent
fitness interactions, but these could not fully explain their observed frequencies
in the evolving populations. I next tested whether positive (cross-feeding) or
negative (interference competition) metabolic interactions between the two types
were involved, using a conditioned medium, which showed that FL is a superior
competitor for the limiting nutrient (glucose).
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Summary

In chapter 5, I explored the genomic basis of adaptation of the ASEX populations,
based on sequence analysis of clones from both morphotypes of all 12 populations
at week 10 and 52 of the experiment. The overall ratio of dN/dS across the
genome of all clones was not significantly different from a neutral expectation.
However, I did find that genes that were mutated in two or more populations,
occurred more frequently than expected by chance, indicating that they were
under positive selection. Among the seven ASEX populations where both morphs
persisted until the end of the experiment, in only one population both morphs
were monophyletic, while in the other six populations the two morphs from the
final time point derived from unrelated genetic backgrounds, suggesting their
frequent extinction and re-emergence. Of the eight parallelly mutated genes in our
populations, veA and orthologs of AN2701 and AN5776 are well characterized. veA
is a fungal transcription factor involved in the light-dependent regulation of sexual
and asexual reproduction and secondary metabolism. The orthologs of two other
parallel muted genes, AN2701 and AN5776, are the well-characterized N. crassa
ham-5 and soft genes. The fusion tests of our populations showed that mutations
in A. nidulans AN2701 and AN5776 also reduce hyphal fusion. Fusion between
vegetative hyphae is known to be essential for intra-hyphal communication and
during sexual and para sexual reproduction.
In conclusion, I found little evidence for a trade-off between growth and
reproduction in A. nidulans. In both laboratory evolution studies, I found a
reduction in asexual spore yield and variable changes in mycelial growth rate,
questioning their general role during in adaptation in this filamentous fungus.
Evolution in a simple structured environment can rapidly generate and sustain
heterogeneity within populations of A. nidulans via competition for resources. The
deletion of fusion genes in the final time-point clones might play a role in hyphal
communication and sexual reproduction along with mutations in veA.
Fungi occupy a wide range of niches and are essential players in recycling carbon
and nitrogen in the biosphere. It is crucial to understand which components of
fitness contribute to adaptation to these different ecological conditions. For this,
we need to collect data from diverse fungal isolates from different niches and not
restrict ourselves to studying a few well-established fungal model systems and
develop fungal-specific life-history models.
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